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Chapter 1: Introduction

In the standard model of elementary particles, strong interactions are described
by quantum chromodynamics (QCD). QCD is a gauge theory of quarks and gluons
based on the SU (Nc = 3) color group. Quantum chromodynamics is widely accepted
as the theory that correctly captures the physics of strong interactions.
At high energies, where QCD can be treated perturbatively, predictions obtained from this theory agree very well with experimental data. In contrast to the
high-energy regime, insight to low-energy phenomena is complicated by the fact that
QCD at low energies is strongly coupled. Thus, the conventional perturbative expansion in powers of a coupling constant—i.e. around the non-interacting theory—is
not applicable. In a way, this complication is not surprising since QCD must encode
phenomena ranging from a parton distribution function in a single proton to energy
levels in large nuclei.
A useful approach to bypass the issue of strong coupling is to construct an
alternative expansion scheme. A plausible one is an expansion in the powers of
1/Nc around the limit of Nc → ∞. This approach was suggested almost 40 years
ago by Gerard ’t Hooft [1], who pointed out that the number of colors, Nc , may serve
as a parameter of QCD. Large Nc methods, which were originally applied to meson
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physics, were later extended to the baryon sector by Edward Witten [2]. The reason
why the large Nc limit is attractive is the following: in the limiting case of inﬁnite
number of colors, many aspects of QCD simplify substantially. Moreover, one can
formally establish the expansion in powers of 1/Nc around the Nc → ∞ world
and thus include corrections systematically—similarly to the way the conventional
perturbative expansion in powers of a coupling constant incorporates corrections
to the non-interacting world. Naturally, one might worry whether the expansion
parameter 1/Nc = 1/3 is small enough to establish a phenomenologically reasonable
expansion; yet, it is widely believed that many of the qualitative and sometimes semiquantitative features of real-world QCD are well captured in the 1/Nc expansion
scheme.
There are certain assumptions one must make in order for the large Nc approach to be of any phenomenological relevance. The most important assumption
is that there is no phase transition between the physics at Nc = 3 and at Nc = ∞.
Speciﬁcally, that QCD remains conﬁned and that the chiral symmetry remains spontaneously broken.
In the remainder of Chapter 1, a general introduction to the physics in the
large Nc world is presented. Particular attention is paid to the aspects of large Nc
dynamics that have direct connection to problems discussed in this dissertation. In
Chapters 2, 3, and 4, which compose the bulk of the dissertation, three diﬀerent
aspects of QCD are discussed from the point of view of large Nc dynamics—one
from meson physics, one from baryon physics, and one from nuclear physics.
In Chapter 2, the existence of a Hagedorn spectrum for mesons—i.e. the
2

question whether the density of meson states grows exponentially with mass—is
discussed. An argument is proposed that mesons must have a Hagedorn spectrum
in the large Nc limit. The approach is based on the study of Euclidean-space correlation functions for composite operators constructed from quarks and gluons. The
argument, however, relies on one critical assumption: that perturbation theory accurately describes the trace of the logarithm of a matrix of point-to-point correlation
functions in the regime where the perturbative corrections to the asymptotically free
values are small. On the other hand, no mention of string dynamics or broken center
symmetry deﬁning conﬁnement is made. The fact that only very general assumptions about quantum chromodynamics at large Nc are required makes the argument
of Chapter 2 particularly appealing.
In Chapter 3, a new relation for the electromagnetic form factors of nucleon
is discussed. It holds for the long distance part of the Fourier transform of the
electromagnetic form factors in the combined large Nc and chiral limit. The relation,
which was previously derived in the Skyrme model, is shown to be truly model
independent by calculating it directly in the large Nc variant of chiral perturbation
theory.
In Chapter 4, the implications of the large Nc limit to the problem of nucleonnucleon scattering are analyzed. It is found that the key quantity on which one
should focus and which has a well-deﬁned Nc scaling is the logarithm of the elastic
S-matrix element—i.e. the phase shift. Several arguments are given for this scaling
to hold not only for the real part but also for the imaginary part of the phase shift.
Additionally, exact relations for the total cross section and for the inelastic cross
3

section are derived directly from the scaling of the S-matrix elements. An interesting
result that determines the inelastic cross section to be exactly 1/8 of the total cross
section in the Nc → ∞ world emerges.

1.1 General aspects of large Nc limit of QCD
In this section, some general aspects of large Nc limit are discussed. The
subject of large Nc QCD is very wide and presenting a complete description of the
ﬁeld is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Rather, only a few key aspects of large
Nc dynamics that are essential for the problems analyzed in this dissertation are
discussed in detail.
A crucial aspect in the large Nc analysis is counting. To be more formal, combinatoric properties of various Feynman diagrams distinguish contributions which are
dominant and which are subleading. In this section, we closely follow the Witten’s
description [2] of ’t Hooft’s original idea [1].
The starting point of the discussion is the QCD Lagrangian:
∑ (
)
1
/ − m f qf .
L = − Tr Fµν F µν +
q̄f iD
4
f =1
nf

(1.1)

In order to see how the Nc → ∞ limit aﬀects quantum chromodynamics, it is crucial
to understand the group structure of individual objects.
With respect to the color group SU (Nc ), quarks and antiquarks are in the fundamental and antifundamental representation, respectively (recall that other variants of large Nc extensions with quarks in various representations of SU (Nc ) have
been developed [3]; however, the analysis here is restricted to the most straightfor4

ward case of the fundamental representation). The dimension of both fundamental
and antifundamental representations of SU (Nc ) is equal to Nc . Thus, one can say
that there are Nc diﬀerent quarks (and antiquarks) that one must consider when
counting factors in Feynman diagrams. On the other hand, gluons are in the adjoint
representation. The dimension of the adjoint representation of SU (Nc ) is equal to
Nc2 − 1. In the limit Nc → ∞, one can neglect the 1 in the size of the dimension
compared to Nc2 ; essentially, there are Nc2 diﬀerent gluonic degrees of freedom—Nc
times more than quark degrees of freedom.
In order to deduce the combinatoric factors for individual diagrams, it is necessary to understand the number of possibilities for color ﬂow. For this purpose
(and this purpose only), ’t Hooft established a double-line notation for gluon ﬁelds.
The quark ﬁeld q i has one upper index (from the color group viewpoint), which runs
from 1 to Nc . The quark is represented by a line with the arrow pointing forward—
as it is standard for fermion ﬁelds. Similarly, antiquark has one lower index q̄j and
is represented by a line with the arrow pointing backward. Gluons are conceptually
diﬀerent since they are in the adjoint representation of the color group—they have
two color indices, one upper and one lower Aij , each running from 1 to Nc (recall
that the diagonal element is neglected since its eﬀect is suppressed when Nc → ∞).
Thus, from the color ﬂow point of view, gluons are equivalent to a pair of quark
(upper index i) and anti-quark (lower index j). The graphic representation of this
statement is shown in Fig. 1.1.
Begin the analysis by looking at one of the simplest possible diagrams—a
gluon self-energy. The diagram is shown in Fig. 1.2 both in the standard notation
5

Figure 1.1: At large Nc , gluons can be represented as a quark-antiquark pair—the
so called double-line notation.

and in the double-line notation. From the color-ﬂow point of view, the colors of
incoming and outgoing gluon are given; in addition to that, there is a closed color
line in the center of the loop that is contracted only with itself. The color running
in this loop is not constrained and can be any of the Nc possibilities. From this,
the combinatoric factor associated with diagrams in Fig. 1.2 is equal to Nc . At ﬁrst
sight, it is problematic; in order to have a well deﬁned theory, the large Nc limit
of the gluon self-energy correction should be smooth—or, in other words, of the
same order in the Nc counting as the gluon propagator itself. Fortunately, there is
a way to correct this undesired behavior. One can—and must—assign a speciﬁc Nc
scaling also to the coupling constant of the three-gluon vertex. It is easy to see that
in order to get a smooth large Nc limit, the coupling constant must be proportional
√
to 1/ Nc :
1
g∼√ .
Nc

(1.2)

The large Nc limit with this scaling of the coupling constant is called the ’t Hooft
limit. It is easy to see from the analogous analysis of quark self-energy that the
quark-quark-gluon coupling must obey the same large Nc scaling rule (1.2). It is
natural since both the three-gluon and quark-quark-gluon couplings can be traced
back to the gauge coupling, g, in the QCD Lagrangian (1.1), for which the relation

6

Figure 1.2:

Feynman diagrams representing a ﬁrst correction to the gluon

propagator—i.e.

the self-energy—in the standard (upper diagram) and in the

double-line (lower diagram) notation.

(1.2) actually holds.
Knowing the Nc scaling of the coupling constant, one can immediately understand two important features that make the large Nc limit particularly attractive—
the dominance of planar diagrams and the suppression of quark loops. In order to
simplify the discussion in Sect. 1.2, it is useful to show these general features for one
particular class of diagrams—a closed quark loop with a mesh of gluons inside. This
class of diagrams plays a crucial role in the physics of mesons, as will be discussed
more extensively later.
Naturally, a closed quark loop carries a combinatoric factor Nc by itself. First,
look at the one-gluon correction to the simple quark loop, which is shown in Fig. 1.3.
One immediately sees that there are two closed color loops yielding an overall factor

7

Figure 1.3: Closed quark loop with an intermediate gluon as an example of diagram
whose combinatoric factor is equal to Nc .

Nc2 . In addition to this combinatoric factor, there are also two quark-quark-gluon
√
vertices in the diagram. Each of these vertices carry an additional factor of 1/ Nc .
√
Together, they yield Nc2 (1/ Nc )2 = Nc . Thus, one-gluon correction diagram is of
the same order in Nc as the original quark loop. It is easy to show that this behavior
holds generically. Each addition of an internal gluon line adds one color loop and
two vertices; powers of Nc coming from each of these two eﬀects cancel exactly.
There is a caveat, however: the general statement presented above—that the
addition of any number of internal gluon lines plays no role in the overall Nc scaling—
holds only for the class of diagrams that are planar. To see the diﬀerence between
planar and non-planar diagrams, look more closely at two diagrams in Fig. 1.4.
Note, one is planar and the other one is not. The key diﬀerence is that in the
upper diagram, gluon lines are connected in the center—i.e. there is an interaction
vertex—whereas in the lower diagram they are not. The analysis of color ﬂow in
the planar case shows that there are four closed color loops and six factors of the
coupling constant (since the four-gluon vertex scales as g 2 ). Putting the powers of

8

Figure 1.4: Comparison between planar diagrams (upper diagram, gluons couple
in the center of the loop) and non-planar diagrams (lower diagram, gluons do not
couple in the center).
√
Nc together, the planar diagram in Fig. 1.4 yields Nc4 (1/ Nc )6 = Nc as anticipated.
On the other hand, the non-planar diagram consists of one very tangled color loop.
√
Doing the Nc counting, the non-planar diagram yields Nc (1/ Nc )4 = 1/Nc . One
immediately sees that the non-planar diagram is suppressed by two powers of Nc
compared to similar diagrams with a planar topology. It turns out that this is a
general feature that holds for all types of diagrams at large Nc .
The second important feature of the large Nc limit is that diagrams with quark
loops are suppressed. This is a straightforward consequence of the fact that there

9

Figure 1.5: Comparison between diagrams with quark loop (upper diagram) and
diagram with gluon loop (lower diagram).

are Nc diﬀerent quarks but Nc2 diﬀerent gluons that can circulate in the loop. Two
similar diagrams are shown in Fig. 1.5. One contains a quark loop whereas the other
one contains a gluon loop. The extra color loop that is apparent in the center of the
upper right diagram corresponds to an additional combinatoric factor Nc . It is this
factor that explains why diagrams with gluon loops are enhanced in comparison to
corresponding diagrams with quark loops instead.
In the following sections, the basic rules derived above are used to discuss some
of the implications of the large Nc limit for meson, baryon, and nuclear physics.

10

Figure 1.6: Relation between closed quark loop and a meson propagator.

1.2 Mesons at large Nc
In this section, some of the basic properties of mesons in the light of the large
Nc limit of QCD are reviewed. According to a conventional wisdom at Nc = 3,
mesons are hadrons with quantum numbers of a quark and an antiquark. The
conﬁning nature of QCD manifests itself in the fact that all physical states must
be color singlets. Naively, for mesons, this is achieved when the quark and the
antiquark carry the same color index (if quark color is c, antiquark color must be
c̄). A crucial assumption when extending the QCD analysis to the Nc → ∞ world
is that the theory remains conﬁned—i.e. that physically observable states must be
color singlets.
Mesons can be created and annihilated by quark bilinear currents—for example
q̄q for scalar mesons, or q̄γ5 q for pseudoscalar mesons, etc. Generically, these are
denoted by J(k) (for meson currents). One can show that, at large Nc , quark
bilinear currents create only single-meson states (as opposed to multi-meson states).

11

Formally, this is equivalent to a statement:
⟨ †
⟩ ∑
J (−k)J(k) =
n

an 2
,
k 2 − mn 2

(1.3)

where mn is the mass of the respective meson and an is the amplitude that the
current J(k) creates the respective meson ⟨0|J|n⟩ = an . Generally, the state of quark
and antiquark can be diagrammatically represented as a closed quark loop. From
this point view, one can identify the single quark loop and a meson propagator—the
leading term in the QCD expansion (with no gluons in the loop) is shown in Fig. 1.6.
Diagrams of this type (at the quark level) were introduced in the previous section. It
was shown that combinatoric factor related to a closed quark loop is Nc ; moreover,
it was shown that diagrams with any number of gluons inside the quark loop (see
Figs. 1.3, 1.4) are of the same order provided that they are of a planar topology.
From the point of view of Eq. (1.3), it is crucial to show that all possible diagrams
correspond to a single-meson state—i.e. they represent a color singlet regardless of
how many gluons are inside the quark loop.
A typical planar diagram with many gluons is shown in Fig. 1.7. If this
diagram were to be cut in any way (with the only constraint to cut both quark and
antiquark just once) one immediately sees that the only color-singlet combination
that one can create must contain all the gluons as well as both quarks on the
boundaries. Indeed, the color index of a quark is contracted with the anti-color
index of the nearest gluon, the color index of this gluon is contracted with the anticolor index of the next gluon until the lowest antiquark is reached. Generally, the

12

Figure 1.7: Color structure of a typical high order diagram with closed quark loop.

color structure of any cut in diagrams like the one in Fig. 1.7 is of the form:
q̄i Aij Ajk . . . Alm q m .

(1.4)

It is easy to see that no subset in Eq. (1.4) can be a color singlet; all particles must
be included in order to achieve a color singlet combination. Therefore, no other
physical particle such as a glueball or an extra meson can be created in this process;
all possible states created by quark bilinear currents J(k) are single meson states.
Now, return to the current-current correlation function deﬁned in Eq. (1.3) and
diagrammatically represented in Fig. 1.6. The current insertions are represented by
crosses on the left and on the right side of the diagrams. Looking at the Nc scaling
properties, the combinatoric factor related to a closed quark loop is equal to Nc .
Thus, in order to be consistent with Nc scaling, the matrix element an must be
proportional to

√
Nc . It is an important feature of meson dynamics at large Nc ;

from this relation, the large Nc behavior of all possible n-meson coupling constants
can be derived.
The next simplest example beyond the free propagation is the three-meson
vertex. Schematic diagrams are shown in Fig. 1.8. Again, the combinatoric factor
13

Figure 1.8: The derivation of scaling of three-meson vertex

coming from the quark loop is equal to Nc and so should be the counting in the
meson sector. Recall that the inclusion of any number of gluons inside the quark
loop does not alter the counting. There are three meson currents each carrying a
factor of

√
3/2
Nc —together they yield Nc . In order to have a consistent Nc scaling,

√
the three-meson vertex must be also Nc -dependent; speciﬁcally, it must go as 1/ Nc .
Following this line of argumentation, one can derive a general formula for the Nc
scaling of any n-meson vertex:
Γn−meson ∼

1
N (n−2)/2

.

(1.5)

From Eq. (1.5), one immediately sees that mesons are stable and non-interacting
in the large Nc limit. Speciﬁcally, the amplitude for a meson to decay is given by diagrams containing three-meson vertices at tree level. The coupling constant for such
14

√
vertexes is proportional to 1/ Nc and therefore vanishes as Nc → ∞. Similarly, the
tree contribution to meson-meson scattering contains either one four-meson vertex
or two three-meson vertices. In either cases, the scattering amplitude scales as 1/Nc
and becomes negligible as Nc → ∞.

1.3 Baryons at large Nc
In the previous section, the physics of mesons was discussed in the light of
the large Nc limit. For mesons, the color-singlet nature is achieved by combining a
quark with an antiquark. In the quark-antiquark sector, the structure of Feynman
diagrams is the same for all SU (Nc ) groups, and the crucial thing for the Nc counting
is to determine the combinatoric factor associated with each diagram. The nature
of baryons, on the other hand, is conceptually diﬀerent. Baryons originate in a fully
antisymmetric color singlet representation of the respective gauge group, in our case
SU (Nc ). From this, one immediately sees that the single baryon contains Nc quarks.
When drawing Feynman diagrams, not only combinatoric factors play a role, but
also diagrams themselves depend on the speciﬁc group; baryon correlators contain
Nc quark lines (an illustration of a free baryon is shown in Fig. 1.9).
As was discussed by Witten [2], Feynman diagrams may not be a very useful
framework to study the Nc properties of baryons. To see this, look at the one-gluon
and two-gluon corrections to the free propagation of a baryon. They are shown in
√
Fig. 1.10. The quark-quark-gluon coupling is of order 1/ Nc . Thus, there is a
factor 1/Nc coming from coupling constants contributing to the one-gluon exchange
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Figure 1.9: Schematic picture of a free baryon propagator consisting of Nc quarks.

correction to the free baryon propagator. However, there is more to the whole
diagram; gluons can be exchanged between any two quarks in the baryon. There
are Nc (Nc − 1)/2 possible quark pairs in the baryon, which for large Nc eﬀectively
means a factor of Nc2 . Overall, the one-gluon exchange diagram is of order Nc and
naively diverges in the large Nc limit. The situation is even more severe if one looks
at a two-gluon exchange diagram. In this case, there are four coupling constants
√
each bringing a factor 1/ Nc , but there are Nc4 ways how to choose four quark lines.
Combined, the divergence of the two-gluon correction is of order Nc2 , more severe
than of the previous one-gluon correction.
In order to see from where this undesirable behavior arises, it is helpful to study
a simple observable ﬁrst—the mass of the baryon. Mass of the baryon consists
of contributions from masses of quarks, kinetic energies of quarks, and potential
energies between quarks. Since there are Nc quarks in the baryon, the contribution
of quark masses is simply (Nc × Mq ), similarly, the eﬀect of quark kinetic energies
16

Figure 1.10: One-gluon (left) and two-gluon (right) corrections to the free propagation of baryon consisting of Nc quarks.

is (Nc × Tq ) since the kinetic energy is also a single particle operator. The question
of potential energy is more subtle. If the discussion is restricted only to two-body
interactions, the potential between two quarks is of order 1/Nc (two quark-quark√
gluon vertices are involved, carrying a factor 1/ Nc each); denote the two-body
potential (1/Nc × Vqq ). On the other hand, that there are Nc2 distinct pairs of
quarks. Together, it yields:
1
MB = Nc Mq + Nc Tq + Nc2
2

(

1
Vqq
Nc

)

(
)
1
= Nc Mq + Tq + Vqq .
2

(1.6)

One sees that the mass of the baryon itself is of order Nc , since the Nc dependence
factorizes equally from all contributing terms. It is a very important result with far
reaching consequences. For example, one immediately sees why a naive perturbative
expansion suggested above (i.e. drawing Feynman diagrams) leads to divergent
results. The time evolution of a free baryon (i.e. the propagator) is proportional
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to e−iMb t . If, for concreteness, one assumes that the speciﬁc form of the mass is
MB = Nc M (1 + g 2 ), where g 2 represents corrections due to the interaction, the
exponential can be expanded as:

e

−iMb t

−iNc M (1+g 2 )t

=e

=e

−iNc M t

)
(
1 2 2 42
2
1 − iNc M g t − Nc M g t . . . .
2

(1.7)

The two terms in the parentheses correspond to the two diagrams in Fig. 1.10. It
is obvious that the higher order terms in the perturbative expansion are associated
with higher powers of Nc .
Nevertheless, one can get some insight into the meson-baryon scattering at
large Nc when doing the diagramatics carefully. The simplest diagram is shown
in Fig. 1.11. As usual, there is a factor 1/Nc coming from the gluon exchange;
however, there are Nc diﬀerent quarks in the baryon that can participate in the
exchange process. Therefore, the amplitude is proportional to Nc0 ∼ 1. Note that
this result is natural. The meson mass is of order one and therefore the strength
necessary to change its motion must be also of order one. Additionally, since the
baryon is parametrically heavier it is not aﬀected by the scattering with meson and
can be treated as fully static.
The fact that the amplitude is independent of Nc is interesting by itself. When
this observation is translated into the language of meson and baryon eﬀective ﬁeld
theory, a new important feature of large Nc physics emerges—large Nc consistency
relations and contracted SU (2Nf ) symmetry. This issue is addressed in the upcoming section.
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Figure 1.11: Color ﬂow in the simple meson-baryon scattering.

1.3.1 Large Nc χPT and consistency relations
The focus of this section is on the interaction between nucleons and pions—
the lightest available hadrons—in light of the large Nc limit. It was discussed in
the previous section that the meson-baryon scattering amplitude must be of order
one. If one assumes that the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking pattern is
preserved in the Nc → ∞ world, then the coupling of pions—the Goldstone bosons
of spontaneously broken chiral symmetry—to nucleons is known. The pion-nucleonnucleon vertex is derivatively coupled and proportional to gA /fπ . The large Nc
counting rules tell us that the axial vector coupling constant gA is proportional to
Nc , and the pion decay constant fπ is proportional to

√

Nc . Combining these results,

one obtains the pion-baryon-baryon vertex to carry the factor

√
Nc . From these two

relations—scaling of the vertex and scaling of the amplitude—a consistency relations
can be derived [4–9].
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Figure 1.12: Direct and crossed diagrams contributing to the pion-nucleon scattering
amplitude.

Start with the assumption that, at large Nc , QCD has a baryon state with
spin S = 1/2 and isospin I = 1/2, which is called the nucleon. The mass of the
nucleon is parametrically of order Nc , i.e. large, and therefore the nucleon can be
treated as static. The axial-vector operator acting on the nucleon is Xia ∼ σi τa .
The pion-nucleon scattering is dominated by diagrams shown in Fig. 1.12. Thus,
the scattering amplitude reads;
(
A=i

gA
fπ

)2

(
pi pj

σi τa σj τb σj τb σi τa
+
−ω
ω

)
.

(1.8)

As discussed above, the coupling constants yield an overall factor of Nc . Such an
amplitude clearly violates unitarity as Nc → ∞; it is also in disagreement with
the scaling rule for the meson-baryon scattering amplitude derived in the previous
section.
In order to recapture the consistency, there must be a new baryon state that
can be in the intermediate state that have a potential to cancel the leading Nc
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dependence and preserve unitarity and scaling rules. In fact, the ∆ resonance plays
this role. Formally, one can generalize the spin-isospin operator Xia to act in the
extended space of all baryons and require this operator to satisfy the relation:

[Xia , Xjb ] = 0.

(1.9)

Following this idea, it was derived that there must be a tower of degenerate baryons
with I = J. The ﬁrst member of this family is the nucleon with I = J = 1/2; the
next one is the ∆ with I = J = 3/2; and so on. In principle, one can continue to
inﬁnity, but all higher states are only artifacts of the large Nc limit since they have
no counterparts in the Nc = 3 world.
The idea shown above can be represented in a group-theoretical language.
Consider, for simplicity, the case of two ﬂavors. Here, the original spin-ﬂavor symmetry group is SU (4) with generators:
J i = J i ⊗ 1 , I a = 1 ⊗ I a , Gia = J i ⊗ I a .

(1.10)

The algebra of these generators is:
[ i
]
J , J j = iϵijk J k ,

[ a b]
I , I = iϵabc I c ,

[ i
]
J , Gjb = iϵijk Gkb ,

[ a
]
I , Gjb = iϵabc Gjc ,

[ i b]
J , I =0,

(1.11)

] i
[ ia
i
G , Gjb = ϵijk δab J k + δij ϵabc I c .
4
4

The desired algebra with vanishing commutator for spin-isospin generator is achieved
by taking a limit:
Gia
Nc →∞ Nc

X ia ≡ lim
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(1.12)

Thus, one sees that the baryon physics at large Nc is driven by a contracted SU (4)
(in general SU (2Nf )) symmetry. The speciﬁc matrices are determined by ClebschGordan coeﬃcients and their explicit representation will be shown in Chapter 3.

1.4 Nuclear physics at large Nc
Some aspects of meson and baryon physics were discussed earlier in this chapter. And actually, the large Nc limit proved to be useful in understanding many
aspects of meson and baryon physics. However, its possible relevance and eventual phenomenological implications for nuclear physics are far less clear [10]. The
key physical reason is that energy scales in nuclear physics are much smaller than
in hadronic physics. A simple example is the binding energy of the deuteron—
2.2 MeV—which is three orders of magnitude smaller than the masses of individual
nucleons. However, in formal Nc counting, both nucleon mass and binding energy
are of order Nc1 ; i.e. they should be comparable—which is not the situation observed in nature. Currently, it is believed that the vast discrepancy between energy
scales is caused by delicate cancellations which occur at Nc = 3 but do not hold
in general. Regardless of the phenomenological (ir)relevance, it is still interesting
to study nuclear phenomena in the large Nc limit. It may give insight into nuclear
physics in a regime where there is no other control parameter; besides, the problem
is interesting purely from a theoretical viewpoint.
The simplest problem in nuclear physics is nucleon-nucleon scattering. One
might try to analyze the two baryon interaction in a way similar to meson-baryon
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Figure 1.13: The simplest diagram contributing to the baryon-baryon scattering:
the exchange of quarks with color and momentum conservation guaranteed by an
additional gluon exchange.

interaction discussed in the previous section. It was shown in Sect. 1.3 that the mass
of the baryon is of order Nc . From this, it is obvious that the overall one-baryon
Hamiltonian must also be of order Nc to achieve self-consistency. The kinematic
regime for this to be satisﬁed is for the ﬁxed velocity of order Nc0 —so called Witten
kinematics.
The simplest scattering process is shown in Fig. 1.13. According to the counting rules discussed above, there are Nc quarks in the ﬁrst baryon and Nc quarks in
the second baryon that can participate in the exchange—yielding a factor of Nc2 .
Additionally, couplings coming from the gluon exchange contribute by a factor of
1/Nc . Together, the diagram is of order Nc . Recall that the mass of the baryon itself
as well as its kinetic energy is of order Nc . Thus, in order for the motion of baryon
to be aﬀected, the interaction must also be of order Nc . Combined, the Hamilto23

nian describing the physics of two baryons (in particular, the two body potential)
is proportional to Nc .
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Chapter 2: Hagedorn spectrum

In this chapter, the argument that mesons in large Nc QCD naturally have
a Hagedorn spectrum—i.e. that the density of hadrons grows exponentially with
mass of the hadron—is presented. This chapter is largely based on the analysis of
Refs. [11, 12].

2.1 Motivation
One of the key tasks of particle and nuclear physics is to understand the
spectrum of observed hadrons. Ideally, one should be able to predict the masses,
widths, and all other relevant properties of any given hadron from the underlying
theory—from quantum chromodynamics. The complete solution of this problem is
beyond the scope of this dissertation; rather, this dissertation focuses on one of the
aspects of hadronic spectrum, the density of meson states.
It was conjectured by Rolf Hagedorn almost 50 years ago that the density of
hadrons (the concept of density will be discussed later) grew exponentially with mass
for asymptotically large masses [13, 14]. Although the reasoning behind Hagedorn’s
original idea seems obscure from the point of view of today’s physics, the idea
itself played a very inﬂuential role in the development of various areas of particle
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physics—ranging from QCD thermodynamics [15–17] to string theory [18]. For
example in a simple model, where hadrons are treated as a noninteracting free gas,
the exponential growth in the density of states implies the existence of an upper
bound on the temperature of a hadronic phase. It was one of the ﬁrst hints that
there may exist various phases of strongly interacting matter—and as such it was
an extremely inﬂuential notion. Even today, the concept of exponentially growing
spectrum is involved in an analysis of ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions in the
context of resonance gas models [19, 20].
Traditionally, a Hagedorn spectrum was speciﬁed in terms of a density of
hadron states as a function of mass, ρ(m). However, the precise deﬁnition of density
requires some type of smearing, which can be, in principle, arbitrary. The Hagedorn
spectrum is the one for which the density of states asymptotes at large m to:
(
ρHagedorn (m) = f (m) exp

m
TH

)
,

(2.1)

where TH is the Hagedorn temperature; it is a parameter controlling the exponential
growth; f (m) is a sub-exponential prefactor. The prefactor f (m) determines the
thermodynamic behavior of strongly interacting matter as TH is approached [17]; it
also plays a crucial role in attempts to ﬁt the Hagedorn spectrum from data [12,21].
However, a more useful quantity with which one should work and which is
more rigorously deﬁned is the so-called accumulated spectrum N (m) [22, 23]:
∫
N (m) =

m

dm′ ρ(m′ ) =

0

∑

θ(m − mi ) ,

(2.2)

i=hadrons

where θ(x) is a Heaviside step function. N (m) represents the total number of
hadrons with mass less than m. The Hagedorn conjecture can be reformulated
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Figure 2.1: Accumulated spectrum N (m) of non-strange mesons using masses of
mesons reported by the Particle Data Group [24]. The ﬁt is of the form N (m) =
aem/TH and yields a Hagedorn temperature of 369 MeV [12]. The ﬁt was done for
mesons with masses up to 2.3 GeV.

using the accumulated spectrum: at large m, N (m) asymptotes to:
(
NHagedorn (m) = g(m) exp

m
TH

)
,

(2.3)

where g(m) is a new prefactor satisfying f (m) = g ′ (m) + g(m)/Th .
The empirical spectrum of non-strange mesons is shown in Fig. 2.1. Indeed,
the number of mesons does grow very rapidly up to a point around 2.3 GeV, where
it sharply bends towards a constant. The apparent reason for this is that it becomes
extremely diﬃcult to extract the resonance properties from the scattering data so
high in the spectrum. Although the graph appears to be consistent with the idea
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that QCD has a Hagedorn spectrum (assuming the saturation at high mass is due
to diﬃculty in extracting meson masses rather than to the non-existence of highmass mesons), it was extensively discussed by Cohen and Krejčiřı́k [12] that it is not
possible to convincingly establish the presence of a Hagedorn spectrum just from
data. In part this is due to a practical issue; the range of known hadron masses is
limited and one would need to have access to much higher masses to get compelling
evidence for exponential growth. Note also that a Hagedorn spectrum is supposed
to hold for asymptotically large masses—the question whether the observed data
reaches an asymptotic regime cannot be answered, even in principle.
Moreover, there is an important conceptual issue underlying the practical one:
highly excited hadrons are not particles but resonances. Resonances have widths
and therefore their mass—the key parameter when it comes to the deﬁnition of the
spectrum—is not well deﬁned.
The mass parameters of hadronic resonances are extracted from complicated
partial wave analyses of various scattering experiments. The extraction of data from
scattering cross sections often includes some model dependent assumptions. The
model-dependence is relatively weak for resonances that are narrow and isolated; for
these, one can state their mass with some level of conﬁdence. However, as resonances
become wide or close to each other, it becomes more and more diﬃcult to isolate a
resonant state in a meaningful way and the dependence on the uncontrolled modeling
grows. Sometimes, even the existence of a resonance itself is not absolutely clear.
The model-dependence, which aﬀects the very notion of the existence of a single
hadron as well as its mass, makes the concept of a density of hadrons intellectually
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problematic.
Before the issue of ill-deﬁned hadron masses will be addressed, it is useful to
understand why a Hagedorn spectrum is expected to emerge in QCD. From today’s
physics point of view, the motivation comes from the similarities between QCD and
string theories. It is worth noting that, originally, the string theory was formulated
to describe strong interactions. The key observation is that a Hagedorn spectrum
arises automatically in simple string theories [18]. When strings are unbreakable
and noninteracting, the exponentially growing spectrum appears naturally due to
the eﬀect of degeneracy. On the QCD side, there is strong evidence from lattice QCD
calculations [25] that widely separated static quarks have a linearly rising potential—
it is known as the area law for Wilson loops. The linearly rising potential arises from
the fact that the gluon ﬂux arranges itself into a tube connecting two quarks for
widely separated sources. This ﬂux tube has a characteristic width and energy per
unit length [25]. Thus, it is plausible to expect that QCD should act stringy under
certain conditions. A key condition is for the length of a respective ﬂux tube to be
much longer than its width and thus for the ﬂux tube to resemble a string. Note
that this is precisely what one expects for highly excited mesonic states. Naively,
relative motion of quark and antiquark in a highly excited system means that they
are further apart for a signiﬁcant fraction of time; thus the ﬂuxtube connecting them
is long. If highly excited mesons can be viewed as an eﬀective string theory, it is
natural to expect them to have a Hagedorn spectrum.
However, there is a problem with this simple picture. The reasoning presented
above is based on a pure gauge theory with static quark sources. In this case,
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conﬁnement directly implies that strings are unbreakable. In real QCD, however,
ﬂux tubes can break—or equivalently, mesons can decay. Note that this is merely a
reformulation of the issue discussed earlier; the fact that mesons decay imply that
they can only be seen as resonances with nonzero widths.
The resonant nature of states in a spectrum causes problems and it is unclear
how to deal with this issue in an unambiguous way in the physical world—the fact
that mesons decay is unquestionable. However, there is a clear way how to bypass
this problem in theory—that is to work in the large Nc limit of QCD [1, 2]. It
follows directly from the standard counting rules of the large Nc limit that meson
decay amplitudes behave as 1/Nc as the large Nc limit is approached. Thus, mesons
become stable and the ﬂux tubes do not break. The fact that mesons are stable
at large Nc was discussed more extensively in Chapter 1. In this chapter, this fact
is used as a starting point allowing one to formulate the question of a Hagedorn
spectrum in a more rigorous manner.
In conclusion, the concept of particle’s mass is well deﬁned in large Nc QCD
and questions about spectrum of mesons are well posed—at least theoretically. Of
course, one might argue about the phenomenological relevance of this analysis, since
it is far from obvious how close the Nc = 3 world is to the Nc → ∞ world. However,
it is a problem with all large Nc calculations and is beyond the scope of this work.
A Hagedorn spectrum in some variant of large Nc QCD was ﬁrst obtained
by Kogan and Zhitnitsky [26]. Given certain assumptions, they explicitly computed the spectrum of large Nc QCD in 1+1 dimensions with fermions in adjoint
representation. Ideally, the spectrum for large Nc QCD for any spatial dimension
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should be calculated. However, it is not clear how to proceed directly beyond 1+1
dimensions. An alternative indirect way to demonstrate a Hagedorn spectrum in
2+1 and 3+1 dimensions is presented here. The argument relies only on standard
and generally accepted properties of QCD—conﬁnement which manifests itself in its
very basic sense, that all physical states are color singlets; QCD at high momenta
(or equivalently, at short distances) is asymptotically free and corrections can be
accommodated using perturbation theory (as long as the perturbative expansion is
valid). However, no explicit use is made of stringy dynamics for the ﬂux tube or an
unbroken center symmetry deﬁning conﬁnement. The fact that no stringy dynamics is explicitly needed is of great importance from the broader perspective. There
is, as mentioned earlier, a strong belief that there is an equivalence between large
Nc QCD and certain class of string models. Naturally, the fact that two diﬀerent
theories—large Nc QCD and string models—share the same features (in this case,
a Hagedorn spectrum) is obviously far from being a proof of equivalence, yet it is a
strong hint that there is an underlying connection between them.
The core of the argument for a Hagedorn spectrum given here is the fact that
the number of independent local operators with a given set of quantum numbers
grows exponentially with the mass dimension of these operators. The presented
approach was published by Cohen and Krejčiřı́k [11]. It is similar in spirit to the
ideas of Kogan and Zhitnitski [26]; it has elements which can be traced to Refs. [27–
29].
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2.2 Mathematical argument for a Hagedorn spectrum
In this section, the argument for the existence of a Hagedorn spectrum at large
Nc is presented. First, the outline of the procedure and the main ideas behind it
are discussed. The technical details are left for the remainder of the chapter.
First, recall that N (M ) is deﬁned as the number of hadrons with mass less
than M (2.3). It turns out that it is useful to introduce a related quantity W (M )
deﬁned as a sum of the masses of particles with mass less than M :
W (M ) =

NM
∑

∫M
mi = M N (M ) −

i

dµN (µ) .

(2.4)

0

From their relation (2.4), it is clear that if one of them grows exponentially so does
the other.
The argument starts with the explicit construction of a sequence of sets of
local operators with ﬁxed mass dimension (labeled by n). Sets are constructed in
such a way that the number of operators in each set grows exponentially:
N = An .

(2.5)

The crucial part of the argument is to demonstrate that at suﬃciently large n
the following inequalities are true for all n,
A:
B:

N (an + b) ≥ V ;
V ≥ W (mN ) ,

(2.6)
(2.7)

where V is the negative logarithmic derivative of the trace of a matrix of Euclidean
space correlators. It is an auxiliary quantity designed to be of use in the derivation
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of inequalities. a and b are constants with dimension of mass. The key feature of
inequalities A (2.6) and B (2.7) is that the very left hand side is linear in n and does
not grow faster.
From Eq. (2.4-2.7), it can be shown that consistency requires the number
of hadrons N (m) to grow exponentially with mass. To see this, assume that the
number of hadrons is bounded from above N (M ) ≤ exp(αM ), i.e. it is in the form
of an exponential. Taking a logarithm of Eqs. (2.6-2.7) yields:
aα logA (e)M + b ≥ M −

1
.
α

(2.8)

One sees, that there is a contradiction if M → ∞ unless α ≥

1
.
a logA (e)

Thus, α

cannot be inﬁnitesimally small and the statement that the function N (M ) is bound
by an exponential is false. Formally:
(
N (M ) ≥ exp

1
m
a logA (e)

)
,

(2.9)

thus the condition deﬁning a Hagedorn spectrum is obtained.
Alternatively—in a sense that will be formalized later in the chapter—one can
set the number of operators N = An (on the left-hand side of inequality A (2.6))
equal to the number of particles N (m). Thus one gets n = log N (m)/ log(A). The
inequalities in the limit of large m reads:
a log N (m)/ log A ≥ m .

(2.10)

This equation can be satisﬁed only if number of particles grows at least exponentially
log N (m) ≥ m log A/a, which is equivalent to the equation (2.9).
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It is obvious that the crucial step in a pursuit of the Hagedorn spectrum is
to prove the inequalities A (2.6) and B (2.7). Their derivation, which is somewhat
subtle, will be presented together with all other technical details in the following
subsections.

2.2.1 Local operators and current correlators
To begin, sets of composite single-color-trace color-singlet local operators are
constructed. The auxiliary quantity V in Eqs. (2.6, 2.7), which lies at the core of
the whole argument, is the matrix of correlators of operators in these sets.
If one assumes conﬁnement in its most basic sense, that all particles are color
singlets, it is guaranteed by the single-color-trace nature of the operators that they
make only single-hadron states when acting on the vacuum state at large Nc [2].
Another property these operators must satisfy at large Nc is that the correlator between two distinct operators in the set must vanish when the distance between the
operators goes to zero, i.e. they are in a sense orthogonal. For simplicity, only operators transforming as Lorentz scalars are considered; they produce spinless hadrons
when acting on the vacuum. This restriction, however, does not alter the overall
conclusion made about the existence of the Hagedorn spectrum; naturally, if the
number of spinless hadrons grows exponentially, so does the number of all hadrons.
Moreover, a simple generalization of the argument yields exponential growth for
mesons of any spin.
The operators need to be diﬀerent for 2+1 and 3+1 dimensions. The following
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basic building blocks are used in the construction of sets of operators. In 3+1
dimensions, they are:
O1 = const · Fµν F µν , O2 = const · Fµν Feµν ,

(2.11)

and in 2+1 dimensions, they are:
′ ′

O1 = const · Fαβ F αβ Fα′ β ′ F α β Fα′′ β ′′ F α
[

O2 = const · ϵ

αµν

Fµν ϵ

βµ′ ν ′

Fµ′ ν ′ ϵ

γµ′′ ν ′′

′′ β ′′

,
(2.12)

]2
Fµ′′ ν ′′ ϵαβγ

.

The constants in (2.11, 2.12) do not aﬀect any results and may be chosen arbitrarily.
Note also that these operators are not traced over color. Thus, they become pure
color adjoint operators in the large Nc limit. It is easy to see that operators O1 and
O2 are linearly independent—one is a scalar (parity even) and one is a pseudoscalar
(parity odd).
Individual color-singlet operators are built in the following way:

Jl1 ,l2 ,...,ln = q̄Ol1 Ol2 . . . Oln q ,

(2.13)

where li is either 1 or 2 and n is the total number of the operators O placed between
quark operators. Sets of operators having the same value of n create a sequence.
The ﬁrst few sets are:
S1 = {J1 , J2 } = {qO1 q, qO2 q} ,
S2 = {J11 , J12 , J21 , J22 } = {qO1 O1 q, qO1 O2 q, · · · } ,
(2.14)
S3 = {J111 , J112 , J121 , J122 , J211 , J212 , · · · } ,
··· .
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The nth element of the sequence is labeled Sn . Eventually, the behavior as n becomes
large will be discussed. The number of operators J in the nth set of the sequence is,
by construction, N = 2n . Additionally, all currents in a given set, Sn , have the same
(naive) mass dimension. The dimension is 4n + 3 for 3+1 dimensions and 9n + 2 for
2+1 dimensions, respectively.
Within each set in the sequence, one can deﬁne a correlator matrix between
two space-time points Π(n) . The matrix elements read:
⟨
⟩
(n)
Πab (x − y) = Ja† (x)Jb (y) ,

(2.15)

where currents Ja,b ∈ Sn . The dimension of a correlator matrix is equal to the
number of currents in the respective set—2n .
The following notation will be used throughout this chapter: matrix elements
are written down with explicit indices, the matrices themselves are indicated by
boldface (Πab ↔ Π).
Since currents can create only single particle states (a consequence of large Nc
limit and conﬁnement) the spectral decomposition of the current is given by
Ja (t, ⃗x)|0⟩ =

∑∫
k

d3 p⃗
1
ei(Ek t−⃗p·⃗x) |k, p⃗⟩ ,
cak √
3/2
(2π)
2Ek

(2.16)

where cak is the amplitude that the current a creates the particle k.
Using Eq. (2.16) the matrix Π(n) can be rewritten (without loss of generality,
take y = 0):
(n)
Πab (t, ⃗x)

=

∑∫
k

where Cab,k =

c∗ak cbk

d3 p⃗
Cab,k ∆(t, ⃗x; mk ) ,
(2π)3

(2.17)

is the matrix of coeﬃcients and ∆(t, ⃗x; mk ) is the propagator for

a noninteracting scalar of mass mk . The correlator matrix (2.17) can be viewed as
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a Kallen-Lehmann spectral representation with the spectral function ρ proportional
to the sum of Dirac delta functions. An analytic continuation to an imaginary time
(τ = it) reads (with x = 0):
(n)
Πab (τ )

=

∑∫
k

d3 p⃗
Cab,k ∆(τ ; mk ) .
(2π)3

(2.18)

In Eq. (2.18), the matrix of Euclidean correlators is deﬁned; the negative logarithmic
derivative of the trace of this matrix is a crucial element in the derivation of the
Hagedorn spectrum.

2.2.2 Inequality B
In this section, Eq. (2.7)—inequality B—is derived. It is one of two crucial
inequalities which are necessary to demonstrate a Hagedorn spectrum.
−

d
Tr log Π ≥ W (m2n ) .
dτ

Recall that an equation similar to Eq. (2.7) is widely used in the context of
lattice QCD. There, current-current correlation functions in Euclidean space are
used to extract the hadronic states in a given channel [25]. Speciﬁcally:
d
log ⟨J(τ )J(0)⟩ = m0 ,
τ →∞
dτ
d
− log ⟨J(τ )J(0)⟩ > m0 ,
dτ
lim −

(2.19)

where m0 is a state with the lowest mass (ground state). Eq. (2.7) is a generalization
of the relation (2.19) to the case of the matrix of correlators Π(n) .
The matrix elements of Eq. (2.18) are
(n)
Πab (τ )

=

⟨

Ja† (τ )Jb (0)

⟩

=

∑∫
k
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d3 p⃗
1 −Ek τ
C
e
,
ab,k
(2π)3
2Ek

(2.20)

where a, b = 1 . . . 2n . The key quantity of interest is the negative derivative of the
trace of the logarithm of the correlator matrix:
V

(n)

)
(
d
(n)
(n) (n) −1
,
≡ − Tr log Π = Tr −Π̇ Π
dτ

(2.21)

where a dot above a symbol denotes the derivative with respect to Euclidean time τ .
It will be proven that this expression is greater than the sum of the lowest N = 2n
masses with scalar quantum numbers.
First, deﬁne the following quantity:
(n)
−Π̌ab (τ )

≡

∑∫
k

d3 p⃗
1 −Ek τ
Cab,k
e
mk .
3
(2π)
2Ek

(2.22)

If one compares “hooked” quantity of Eq. (2.22) with the derivative with respect
to τ :
(n)
−Π̇ab (τ )

=

∑∫
k

d3 p⃗
1 −Ek τ
Cab,k
e
3
(2π)
2Ek

√
p2 + m2k ,

(2.23)

it is straightforward to see that the trace (2.21) with Π̌ matrix is always smaller
than the trace with Π̇ matrix. The proof is the following:
(
)
(
)
Tr −Π̇ Π−1 ≥ Tr −Π̌ Π−1 ,
∑

⟨ψc | −

Π̇|ψc ⟩λ−1
c

≥

∑

c

(2.24)
⟨ψc | −

Π̌|ψc ⟩λ−1
c

,

c

where |ψc ⟩ are eigenvectors of matrix Π and λc are corresponding eigenvalues. All
eigenvalues, λc , are positive since Π is a positive deﬁnite matrix. On the left-hand
side, there is an average of the energy (recall that energy includes momentum) in
certain states. The energy on the left-hand side is always greater than the mass on
the right-hand side of the inequality (2.24). Since the average is taken with positive
weights λ−1
c , the inequality holds.
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The next step is to split the matrix Π into two parts, A and B, where the
part A couples only to the ﬁrst 2n masses and the part B couples to the rest:
2 ∫
∑
n

d3 p⃗
1 −Ek τ
Cab,k
e
,
3
(2π)
2Ek
k=1
∫
∞
∑
d3 p⃗
1 −Ek τ
(n)
Bab (τ ) ≡
Cab,k
e
.
3
(2π)
2Ek
k=2n +1
(n)
Aab (τ )

≡

(2.25)

Obviously, such splitting can be done for the matrix itself Π = A + B, for the
derivative Π̇ = Ȧ + Ḃ of the matrix, as well as for the “hooked” matrix Π̌ = Ǎ + B̌.
Recall that the goal is to relate the Π matrix to the meson masses. The
following matrix identity, which is valid for every n, holds:
(
(
)
)
√
√
((
)
1
1
1
1
−1 )
Tr −Ǎ − B̌ (A + B)
= Tr √
A √ (−Ǎ) √
A√
A+B
A+B
A
A
)
(
(
)
√
√
1
1
1
1
.
+ Tr √
B √ (−B̌) √
B√
A+B
A+B
B
B
(2.26)
Next, introduce the deﬁnitions:
√
√
1
1
A√
, Y ≡ B√
,
A+B
A+B
1
1
1
1
A ≡ √ (−Ǎ) √ , B ≡ √ (−B̌) √ ,
A
A
B
B

X≡

(2.27)

which allow one to rewrite the Eq. (2.26) in the following way:
Tr

((

)
)
(
)
−Ǎ − B̌ (A + B)−1 = Tr X† AX + Y† BY .

(2.28)

Since the operators X and Y satisfy the relation X† X + Y† Y = 1, they can be
simultaneously diagonalized. Moreover, their eigenvalues are related:
X† X|ψi ⟩ = pi |ψi ⟩ ,

Y† Y|ψi ⟩ = (1 − pi )|ψi ⟩ ,

with 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1.
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(2.29)

√
The states |χi ⟩ deﬁned using X matrix as |χi ⟩ ≡ 1/ pi X|ψi ⟩ form an orthonormal basis of states; similarly, states |Υi ⟩ deﬁned with the Y matrix |Υi ⟩ ≡
√
1/ 1 − pi Y |ψi ⟩ also form an orthonormal basis. Thus, the trace can be rewritten
into the following form:
(
) ∑
Tr X† AX + Y† BY =
⟨ψi |X† AX + Y† BY|ψi ⟩
i

=

∑

⟨χi |A|χi ⟩ + (1 − pi ) (⟨Υi |B|Υi ⟩ − ⟨χi |A|χi ⟩)

(2.30)

i

≥ TrA = Tr

−Ǎ
.
A

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.30) is always positive. It is due to
the fact that the highest possible eigenvalue of operator A is less than or equal to m2n
(mj represents the mass of the j th state), while the smallest possible eigenvalue of B
is always greater or equal to m2n +1 . These relations follow directly from Eqs. (2.22),
(2.25), and (2.27).
In Eq. (2.30), currents in operator A can be reorganized in a way similar to
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. Speciﬁcally, that the ﬁrst current couples only
to the ﬁrst (lightest) meson, second current only to the second meson, etc. This
process will lead to the diagonal matrix. Moreover, the nth diagonal element is
equal to the mass of the nth particle. Consequently:
−Ǎ(n) ∑
mk .
Tr (n) =
A
k
2n

(2.31)

The quantity on the right hand side is exactly the function W (m2n ), which
was deﬁned by equation (2.4). Thus, the inequality B (2.7) follows:
∑
d
V = − Tr log Π ≥
mk = W (m2n ) .
dτ
k
2n
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(2.32)

2.2.3 Inequality A
Having demonstrated inequality B (2.7), the existence of a Hagedorn spectrum
at large Nc will have been demonstrated if the inequality A (2.6) can be shown to
be true. It states that the trace of the logarithm of correlator matrix grows at most
linearly in n (where n is the step in the sequence):
N (an + b) ≥ −

d
Tr log Π .
dτ

First, look at the situation at suﬃciently small times. In this region, asymptotic freedom allows one to treat ﬁelds inside currents as non-interacting. Thus,
the correlator of a single operator Ja can be decomposed to a product of free single
particle propagators for each of its constituents. Additionally, in the large Nc limit,
the matrix of correlators is diagonal (a consequence of single-color-trace nature of
currents which guarantees that operators are orthogonal at inﬁnitesimal times). Doing the trace of the matrix, one obtains 2n terms with the same structure. Thus,
as a consequence of asymptotic freedom, the investigation of one current-current
correlator and its logarithmic derivative gives the full information. Schematically:


(n)

(n)

Π

 Π00




=






(n)

Π11

..

.
(n)






 .






Π2n 2n
In the asymptotically free regime, the time scale is the only dimensional parameter available. Thus, the structure of the correlator is fully given by dimensional
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analysis. The mass dimensions of elementary currents J is known; it is 4n + 3 for
3+1 dimensions, and 9n + 2 for 2+1 dimensions. Thus:



 δab const τ −(8n+6) for 3 + 1 dimensions
(n)
Πab =
.


 δab const τ −(18n+4) for 2 + 1 dimensions
The trace of the logarithmic derivative equals



 (2n ) 8n+6 for 3 + 1 dimensions
d
τ
(n)
− Tr log Π =

dτ

 (2n ) 18n+4 for 2 + 1 dimensions
τ

(2.33)

(2.34)

The inequality condition (2.6) necessary for establishing the Hagedorn spectrum
is thus reproduced—provided that the value of τ , for which one reaches to good
approximation an asymptotically free regime, is independent of n.
Following the argument in Sect. 2.2.1, not only the existence of a Hagedorn
spectrum was shown, but also an estimate for a bound on the Hagedorn temperature
corresponding to our sets of currents was obtained:



 8 log2 (e) for 3 + 1 dimensions
τ0
TH ≤


 24 log2 (e) for 2 + 1 dimensions

(2.35)

τ0

On the previous lines, QCD has been shown to have a Hagedorn spectrum,
provided that the QCD is in a nearly asymptotically free regime for short times.
If that is the case, all possible interaction between gluons can be neglected and
calculation is vastly simpliﬁed. A critical question to investigate is the circumstances
under which the corrections to the asymptotically free result are small, such that
statements made earlier are valid.
The standard approach to incorporate these eﬀects of interaction is via perturbation theory. However, as the time increases and one moves further away from the
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Figure 2.2: The Feynman diagram for a current-current correlator in the asymptotically free regime.

asymptotic region, the perturbative corrections keep growing and eventually push
the system outside the region of validity of perturbation theory. Thus, the region
where perturbation theory is applicable in QCD is limited. In the analysis, the
standard assumption about the perturbative expansion are assumed: provided that
the corrections are small, perturbation theory accurately describes correlation functions. Note that this is not a rigorous mathematical theorem. Note also that this
formulation is widely used as a basis of analysis of correlation functions in QCD [30].
Given the assumption about smallness of perturbative corrections, the critical
question one needs to address is the following: how do pertrubative corrections scale
with n? More formally, the goal here is to show that at ﬁxed τ , at any ﬁxed order,
d
the perturbative corrections to the quantity 2−n dτ
Tr log Π(n) are at most linear in

n. If that is true, the inequality A (2.6) is satisﬁed and QCD at large Nc has a
Hagedorn spectrum given the assumptions above.
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In order to get more insight into the properties of correlation functions, it is
useful to look at a situation where interactions among gluons are neglected ﬁrst. A
typical Feynman diagram is shown in Fig. 2.2. Analysis of the non-interacting case
will allow one to extract certain important features of correlation functions that will
be generalized later to a case where interactions are present.
Due to the large Nc limit, the correlator matrix is diagonal for non-interacting
ﬁelds. Thus, each gluonic operator Ol (2.11, 2.12) inside the current contributes in
the same way to the ﬁnal propagator:
1
Π1ij free (τ ) = ⟨Oi (τ ) Oj (0)⟩free = δij πfree
(τ ) .

(2.36)

The superscript one in Π1 indicates that this quantity represents the propagation
of one gluonic operator. The δij is a consequence of the form of operators (2.11,
2.12), which were deﬁned to satisfy this property in the ﬁrst place. The fact that the
non-interacting propagator is the same for both operators O1 and O2 comes from a
dimensional analysis; they must be proportional to each other (the proportionality
constant in their deﬁnitions (2.11, 2.12) is chosen accordingly). It needs to be
emphasized that the single-operator propagator is not gauge invariant, however it
is only a part of the full correlator which is gauge invariant. The small letter π on
the right-hand side of Eq. (2.36) indicates a function, not a matrix. This convention
will be applied from now on. Recall the convention used to distinguish matrix and
matrix elements: the matrix elements have explicit indices, whereas the respective
matrices are denoted in boldface. The correlation function of the full current has
two parts: n propagators of single gluonic operator Oi , and two quark propagators.
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Figure 2.3: An example of a Feynman diagram, where interactions do not couple
distinct gluon lines connected to the sources.

The matrix element of a correlator matrix reads:
[ 1
]n q
(n)
q
Πab (τ ) = δab πfree
(τ ) πfree
(τ ) πfree
(τ ) ,

(2.37)

q
where πfree
(τ ) is the free quark propagator.

Recall that indices a, b run from 1 to 2n (the dimension of the matrix which
is equal to the number of elements in the respective set). The quantity of interested
is the derivative of trace of the logarithm:
2−n

d
d
d
q
1
Tr log Π(n) = 2 log πfree
+ n log πfree
.
dτ
dτ
dτ

(2.38)

It is easy to see that the ﬁrst term is independent of n (it comes for 2 quarks on
the boundaries), and the second term is linearly proportional to n (comes from n
gluonic operators that form the current). This result, which is based on the analysis
of the respective Feynman diagram, is in agreement with the result obtained above.
The analysis of diagrams with interactions is more complicated. Consider the
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case, when the interaction up to order αl is included following the standard logic of
perturbative expansion.
First, consider only a small set of all possible diagrams, namely those where
all the interactions act on single gluonic propagators (see Fig. 2.3) and there are no
interactions between gluons. Eﬀectively, these interactions only modify the gluonic
free propagators, similarly as self-energy modiﬁes the free particle propagators.
1
1
(τ ) (1 + c (τ )) .
πfree
(τ ) → πfree

(2.39)

A perturbative correction is denoted by (1 + c(τ )). Note that the function c(τ )
depends on the order in perturbation theory, but it is well deﬁned at any given
order l. Naturally, corrections of this type can appear on any internal line. Thus,
if one restricts oneself only to this particular class of diagrams, the total correlator
can be written as:
[ 1
]n q
(n)
q
Πab (τ ) = δab πfree
(τ ) πfree
(τ ) (1 + c(τ )) πfree
(τ ) .

(2.40)

The structure certainly contains more information (interaction of higher order
in α) than necessary. However, it certainly contains all possible combinations that
are required to a desired order αl . The trace of the logarithm reads:
2−n

d
d
d
d
q
1
+ n log(1 + c) .
Tr log Π(n) = 2 log πfree
+ n log πfree
dτ
dτ
dτ
dτ

(2.41)

The speciﬁc form of the self-energy-like correction c(τ ) is unknown. However, it is
clearly independent of n. Thus, the expression on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.41)
grows, again, linearly with n.
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Figure 2.4: Division of gluon lines into n2 clusters each containing n1 lines.

This result clearly does not correspond to the full perturbative result, since it
is based on the analysis of an artiﬁcial subset of all possible diagrams. Nevertheless,
it illustrates the basic idea: the logarithmic structure and factorizing point-to-point
correlators for the individual lines yields overall perturbative corrections that grow
at most linearly with n. The next step is to include inter-gluonic interactions.
In order to deal with the possible interactions between gluonic lines, one can
artiﬁcially divide the total number of internal gluon lines n into n2 clusters with
each cluster containing n1 gluon lines. That is n = n1 n2 . Since the work is done
in the large n limit, following conditions on n1 and n2 are also imposed: n1 ≫ 1,
n2 ≫ 1, and n1 ≫ l (the order in perturbation theory which is considered). For the
beginning, assume there are no interactions between clusters (or clusters and quarks
on the boundary), i.e. that all couplings occur within clusters. This is illustrated
in Fig. 2.4. Obviously, certain classes of diagrams are still neglected, but it will be
shown later that corrections due to their presence do not aﬀect the leading behavior
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in n.
The generalized propagator of one cluster is given by
[ 1
]n
ΠC (τ ) = πfree
(τ ) 1 [1 + C′ (τ, n1 )] ,

(2.42)

where [1 + C′ (τ, n1 )] is the eﬀect of interactions within one cluster. One can see it
as a self-energy of the whole cluster of n1 gluonic lines. The dimension of the matrix
ΠC is 2n1 × 2n1 . C′ (τ, n1 ) depends not only on the order in perturbation theory, but
also on the size of the cluster—the number of internal lines n1 .
To proceed, one needs to formally deﬁne a mapping from the “cluster” space
(matrices of the dimension 2n1 ) to the “overall correlator” space (matrices of the
dimension 2n ). Call this mapping D(M). To be precise, one needs to deﬁne n2
diﬀerent mappings D(k) (M), each corresponding to a diﬀerent cluster.
(k)

The mapping is a 2n × 2n matrix Dab . The indices a and b can be represented
by a sequence of n numbers a = (a1 a2 . . . an ), b = (b1 b2 . . . bn ), where ai , bi = 0, 1,
It follows from the original deﬁnition of currents (2.13), since each of them is constructed from n building block operators O1 and O2 .
Since n lines were divided into n2 clusters of n1 elements and interactions
between clusters are neglected, each of the clusters can be treated independently.
The mappings D(k) are deﬁned in such a way, that the ﬁrst one, D(1) , aﬀects only
ﬁrst n1 subindices within indices a and b, the mapping corresponding to second
cluster, D(2) , aﬀects subindices n1 + 1 to 2n1 , etc. All n2 mappings corresponding
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to all n2 clusters are deﬁned this way. Speciﬁcally:
(1)

D(a1 a2 ...an )(b1 b2 ...bn ) (M) = M(a1 ...an1 )(b1 ...bn1 )

n
∏

δal bl ,

l=n1 +1
(2)
D(a1 a2 ...an )(b1 b2 ...bn ) (M)

= M(an1 +1 ...a2n1 )(bn1 +1 ...b2n1 )

n1
∏

n
∏

δal bl

δal′ bl′ .

l′ =2n1 +1

l=1

The general form reads:
∏

(k−1)n1
(k)
D(a1 a2 ...an )(b1 b2 ...bn ) (M)

= M(a(k−1)n1 +1 ...akn1 )(b(k−1)n1 +1 ...bkn1 )

δal bl

l=1

n
∏

δal′ bl′ .

l′ =kn1 +1

(2.43)
The dimension of matrix M is n1 × n1 .
Matrix M is a straightforward generalization of the single gluon propagator
discussed earlier. There, ΠC was just a number (matrix 1 × 1) and the matrix D
was diagonal.
Formally, the 2n dimensional space of overall matrices is factorized as a product
of n2 subspaces of dimension 2n1 . Each subspace corresponds to one cluster. The
vectors in this space have the form:
|V ⟩ = |v (1) ⟩ ⊗ |v (2) ⟩ ⊗ · · · ⊗ |v (n2 ) ⟩ ,

(2.44)

and the spirit of the mapping D(k) is:
D(k) (M) = 1(1) ⊗ 1(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ M(k) ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1(n2 ) .

(2.45)

It follows directly from the construction of D(k) (M), that Tr log D(k) (M) = Tr log M.
Using the notation of mappings D(k) , the overall correlator contains a product
of n2 matrices D(k) corresponding to the respective clusters (note that the intercluster interactions are still neglected):
q
q
Π(n) = πfree
(τ ) D(1) (ΠC ) × D(2) (ΠC ) . . . D(n2 ) (ΠC ) πfree
(τ ) .
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(2.46)

Figure 2.5: A typical diagram with interaction between two clusters

Using the standard linear algebra relation, Tr log(AB) = Tr log A + Tr log B, and
the property that Tr log D(k) (M) = Tr log M, it is straightforward to show that
2−n

d
d
d
d
q
1
Tr log Π(n) = 2 log πfree
+ n1 n2 log πfree
+ n2 log(1 + c′ (n1 )) , (2.47)
dτ
dτ
dτ
dτ

where c′ (n1 ) ≡ exp (Tr log (1 + C′ )) − 1.
The ﬁrst two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.47) were discussed earlier,
after equation (2.38) (note that n1 n2 = n). The third term, however, requires a
little more attention. The expression

d
dτ

log(1 + c′ (n1 )) is clearly some function of

n1 , formally f (n1 ). The speciﬁc form of the functional dependence is unknown.
Recall, however, that the clusters were chosen completely arbitrarily. Thus, one
can switch the meaning of n1 and n2 and the result must remain unchanged. This
requires n2 f (n1 ) = n1 f (n2 ) and consequently the functional dependence of f (m)
must be a linear function of m. Thus, the third term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (2.47) is also proportional to n = n1 n2 .
In order to complete the demonstration of the Hagedorn spectrum, it needs to
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be shown that the eﬀect of diagrams with interactions between clusters is subleading,
i.e. it does not aﬀect the leading n behavior. An example of a typical diagram is
shown in Fig. 2.5.
The way to account for these eﬀects is by including a correction matrix (1+C′′ )
between the matrices corresponding to clusters. Additionally, the interaction between the quarks on the boundary and the clusters next to them can be accommodated in a similar manner (1 + Cq ). The total correlator matrix reads:
q
Π(n) (τ ) = πfree
(τ ) (1 + Cq ) × D(1) (ΠC ) × (1 + C′′ ) × D(2) (ΠC ) . . .
q
(1 + C′′ ) × D(n2 ) (ΠC ) × D(1) (ΠC ) (1 + Cq ) πfree
(τ ) .

(2.48)
The key point in the analysis of the above expression is that the matrices C′′ and Cq
must be independent of n1 . This condition is satisﬁed due to the following reason.
By construction, n1 is much larger than the order in perturbation theory being
considered. Additionally, only planar diagrams contribute at large Nc limit. Thus,
at order αl , a diagram connecting two clusters can go l − 1 gluon lines deep into the
cluster—at most. Since l is much smaller than n1 , it cannot go across the cluster.
Therefore C′′ cannot, in principle, know how large the cluster is and must therefore
be independent of n1 . The fact that it is also independent of n2 , the total number
of clusters, is obvious.
Following the same argument as before, the trace of the logarithm reads:
2−n

d
d
d
q
1
Tr log Π(n) = 2 log (πfree
(1 + cq )) + n1 n2 log πfree
dτ
dτ
dτ
d
d
+ n2 log(1 + c′ (n1 )) + (n2 − 1) log(1 + c′′ ) .
dτ
dτ

(2.49)

where cq (τ ) and c′′ (τ ) are deﬁned analogously to c′ (τ ) and are ordinary functions.
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On the right-hand side, the ﬁrst term is independent of n, the second term is linear
in n. The last two terms can be rewritten as n2 (f (n1 ) + g) − g, using the natural
deﬁnitions f (n1 ) ≡

d
dτ

log(1 + c′ (n1 )) and g ≡

d
dτ

log(1 + c′′ ). Similarly as before, one

uses the fact that switching n1 and n2 cannot aﬀect the result (provided that the
order in perturbation theory is less than both n1 and n2 ). The consistency condition
reads:
n2 (f (n1 ) + g) = n1 (f (n2 ) + g) ,

(2.50)

which yields f (m) = bm − g where b is a constant.
Thus, including the interactions between the clusters only modiﬁes the subleading behavior in f (n). Taking the last two terms together and exploiting the fact
that n = n1 n2 , one sees the right-hand side of Eq. (2.49) grows at most linearly with
n. Completing the analysis, the inequality A (2.6) is satisﬁed even if the interactions
are included via perturbation theory.
This completes our argument that the Hagedorn spectrum naturally emerges
for mesons in the large Nc world.

2.3 Summary
In this chapter, it was shown that a Hagedorn spectrum emerges naturally for
mesons in large Nc QCD—i.e. that the density of meson states grows exponentially
with mass. A rather involved mathematical argument was presented in Sect. 2.2.
Conceptually, a crucial part of the argument is the explicit construction of independent local operators is such a way that their number grows exponentially with
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the mass dimension. The analysis of Euclidean space correlators led to inequalities
which directly imply a Hagedorn spectrum.
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Chapter 3: Form factor ratio

In this chapter, the following new theorem in QCD is proven:
lim lim

lim

r→∞ mπ →0 Nc →∞

eI=0 G
eI=1
r2 G
E
E
= 18 .
I=0 e I=1
e
G G
M

(3.1)

M

eE,M are position-space isoscalar and isovector electric and
In the ratio (3.1), G
magnetic nucleon form factors. The position-space form factors are the Fouriertransformed counterparts of the standard momentum-space form factors GE,M [31].
This theorem holds in a combined limit Nc → ∞ and mπ → 0 with the large Nc limit
taken ﬁrst and exploit the longest distance nucleon physics. The analysis presented
in this chapter is based on Ref. [32].

3.1 Motivation
It was discussed more extensively in Chapter 1 that QCD becomes weakly
interacting theory of mesons in the large Nc limit. From this, Witten argued [2]
that baryons emerge as soliton-like conﬁgurations of meson ﬁelds. Based on this
observation, a new class of baryon models has been developed—chiral soliton models
treated semiclassically. In the design of these models, not only the large Nc limit
but also the approximate chiral limit has been taken into account. More speciﬁcally,
the degrees of freedom in these models are weakly interacting mesons; baryons are
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identiﬁed with soliton-like solutions constructed from meson ﬁelds. In these models,
the large Nc physics is encoded in the very core—in the semiclassical treatment.
The issue of chiral limit (and following chiral symmetry) is a little more subtle; it is
imposed as a constraint on the dynamics of meson ﬁelds at a later stage eﬀectively
limiting the possible forms of the Lagrangian.
The observation stated in the previous paragraph can be reformulated more
rigorously: chiral soliton models when treated semiclassically are models of baryons
based on large Nc and chiral limits of QCD with Nc → ∞ taken ﬁrst. A famous
example of such a model is the Skyrme model [33, 34]. In the Skyrme model, meson
ﬁelds form hedgehog conﬁgurations—Skyrmions—and baryons are identiﬁed with
the quantum states of collective motion of these conﬁgurations.
Chiral soliton models played an inﬂuential role in the development of hadronic
physics for decades. Recently, there has been a broad interest in a diﬀerent class of
baryon models that share certain features with chiral soliton models—baryon models based on gauge/gravity duality (holographic models) [35–43]. The key similarity
is the large Nc limit, which stands at the very core of the formulation of holographic
models as well as of soliton models. Undoubtedly, these models look very diﬀerent from the traditional 4D soliton-based models—if for no other reason, they are
formulated in ﬁve dimensions instead of four. Nevertheless, one can use the understanding of old and (relatively) simple chiral soliton models to get some insights into
new and complicated holographic models since they are expected to share certain
features—indeed, they are based on the same limiting structure of QCD.
To give a broader perspective, one of the key undesirable features of building
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models needs to be stressed. While constructing a model, one often has only few
theoretical constraints. Certainly, assumptions of large Nc and chiral limit place
some constraints on the structure of the model. Yet, there is in principle an inﬁnite
number of constructions that can be formulated. Naturally, getting the correct large
Nc and chiral behavior is only one piece of the model building; and even then the
individual models can diﬀer substantially in details of the dynamics as well as in
the physical predictions. However, the implications of large Nc and chiral physics
are both constraining and “simple” to implement. Considering the vast knowledge
and intuition obtained in the analysis of soliton models, it seems plausible that one
can develop checks that establish whether the large Nc and chiral limits are encoded
correctly in holographic models. Additionally, holographic models are so diﬀerent
from conventional models and are rather nontrivial to implement that having a
simple litmus test as to whether they are implemented correctly is highly desirable.
Since the test should be applicable to a wide array of models (of a particular
type), the obvious tools to use are model-independent relations. A large class of
model-independent constraints was derived from consistency relations for the large
Nc limit [4–9]. Particularly, the chiral behavior associated with the longest distance
properties of the system [44–46] is greatly constrained. It is worth noting that all
known model-independent relations of this type are reproduced in chiral soliton
models; they are reproduced regardless of the speciﬁcs of the individual model’s
dynamics. Indeed, it was pointed out long ago by Adkins and Nappi [47] that,
in the Skyrme model, certain class of relations holds independently of all model
parameters. This observation led to a discovery of many new model-independent
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relations. The theorem (3.1) discussed in this chapter is one of them.
However, to test whether holographic models (in addition to soliton models)
have correctly encoded the chiral and large Nc scaling behavior, a new class of
model-independent relations needs to be formulated. The reason for this is that the
typical model-independent relation ﬁxes how certain quantities diverge as mπ → 0
(for example charge radius). However, many of the calculations in holographic models have only been done for mπ = 0 up to date. Thus the relations using behavior
associated with deviations from mπ = 0 as probes cannot be used to analyze holographic models. Based on the analysis of the Skyrme model, Cherman et. al. [48]
proposed to use the long distance behavior of the position-space electromagnetic
form factors as a model-independent probe instead of the mπ dependence. A particularly useful relation of this type is for a long distance limit of a ratio of the product
of the isovector and isoscalar position-space electric form factors to the product of
the magnetic nucleon form factors (3.1):

lim

r→∞

eI=0 G
eI=1
r2 G
E
E
= 18 .
eI=0 G
eI=1
G
M

M

One of the remarkable things about this ratio (3.1) is that all low-energy
constants, normalization of currents, and various sign or Fourier transform conventions cancel. The ﬁnal result contains only a power of radius r, which can be
deduced from dimensional analysis, and a constant. This constant—18—is a universal model-independent quantity that must be reproduced in all models formulated
in the combined large Nc and chiral limit.
This particular model-independent relation has already proven its value in
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analyzing holographic baryon models. It was shown that the treatment of solitons as
instantons [38–43] in the Sakai and Sugimoto [38] “top down” model lead to nucleon
form factors that failed to satisfy the relation (3.1). It indicates that something is
wrong with such an approach. It was recently shown by Cherman and Ishii [49] that
the reason for this is due to a failure of the ﬂat-space instanton approximation—a
calculational method widely used to extract physical predictions from the “topdown” holographic models. On the other hand, nucleon form factors derived in
a “bottom up” phenomenological model [35–37] were shown to satisfy the modelindependent relation (3.1). Thus one can claim that the “bottom-up” holographic
model had correctly incorporated the large Nc and chiral behavior.
Equation (3.1) was originally [48] derived in the context of the Skyrme model,
and it was proposed to be model independent. The indirect, yet strong, argument
for its model-independence is in the same spirit as an argument of Adkins and
Nappi [47]. Speciﬁcally, that Eq. (3.1) holds in any Skyrme model independently
of the details (i.e. the form of the Lagrangian, the number of degrees of freedom,
low energy constants, . . . ). Note that in the past, whenever a result derived in the
Skyrme model was completely independent of model details, it also turned out to
be the result of large Nc chiral perturbation theory. And large Nc χP T is known to
correctly describe the longest distance physics in QCD. Although it may seem to be a
convincing argument that the result (3.1) is truly model independent, it is important
to verify it directly in large Nc chiral perturbation theory. The calculations doing
so are presented in this chapter.
Some of the general features of large Nc chiral perturbation theory were brieﬂy
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discussed in Chapter 1; a particular attention was paid to the consistency relations
and the emergent spin-ﬂavor symmetry, which are the main diﬀerence from the
conventional χP T . Here, some other details of this formalism speciﬁc to the analysis
of long-distance behavior of electromagnetic form factors are discussed.
Since the pion is the lightest particle available in the system, the pion cloud is
what dominates the long distance hadronic physics in QCD. Moreover, pion loops
contribute at the leading order in the 1/Nc expansion [50] in the baryon sector.
Thus, the dominant diagrams contributing to the longest distance physics will consist of currents connected to the pion loops with the number of pions running in
loops being the smallest possible for the given current quantum numbers. Note, additionally, that, according to the standard large Nc counting rules, baryon mass is
parametrically large compared to the pion mass—of order Nc . It leads to another
simpliﬁcation since it allows one to treat baryons non-relativistically and neglect
their recoil. In summary, the heavy baryon large Nc χP T is the formalism in which
the work is done.
Formally, the large Nc physics enters χP T in two diﬀerent places. First, it
eliminates some diagrams, those that are suppressed by factors of 1/Nc . Second,
it forces one to include ∆-isobar in the calculation. The reason for this is that, in
the large Nc limit, ∆ and nucleons are degenerate due to the consistency relations
discussed earlier (in general the whole tower of I = J isobars must be degenerate
forming the ground state multiplet). More formally, in order to keep track of 1/Nc
corrections, one introduces an N -∆ mass diﬀerence ∆ = m∆ − mN , which is of
order 1/Nc . It serves as a new low-energy constant of the theory. It makes the total
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number of low energy constants in the large Nc variant of χPT to be four—gA , fπ ,
mπ and ∆. The need to include the ∆ increases the number of Feynman diagrams
one must consider and this operation has far-reaching consequences.
It was shown by Cohen and Broniowski [44, 45] that the eﬀect of ∆ isobar is
eI=0 ) and isovectordiﬀerent for diﬀerent isospin-spin channels. For isoscalar-scalar (G
E
eI=1 ) channels, it only leads to a multiplicative factor. On the other hand,
vector (G
M
eI=1 ) channels, the amplitudes
eI=0 ) and isovector-scalar (G
in the isoscalar-vector (G
M
E
corresponding to individual diagrams cancel exactly in the leading order in 1/Nc
expansion (where ∆ = 0). Thus, the N -∆ mass splitting must be taken into account,
eI=0 and G
eI=1 become proportional to ∆ (and is thus of order 1/Nc ). Recall
and G
M
E
eI=1 ) is in the
the form of the relation (3.1)—in this ratio, one of these quantities (G
E
eI=0 ) in the denominator, so that the dependence on ∆
numerator and the other (G
M
cancels exactly.
The analysis presented in this chapter is done in the combined large Nc and
chiral limit. In this case, a problem may arise for observables sensitive to pion
dynamics. Generally, these two limits do not commute and the speciﬁc ordering of
limits matter [44,45]. The main discussion here is done using the following ordering:
Nc → ∞ limit ﬁrst, mπ → 0 limit second. The motivation for this particular choice
is that this ordering is what both soliton and holographic models of baryons use
implicitly. The large Nc limit is encoded in the very core of the baryon model
formulation (semiclassical treatment for soliton models, holographic principle for
holographic models) and chiral limit is imposed later as a constraint on the model
dynamics.
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3.2 Model independent relation and the role of the limits
The longest distance behavior of the position space form factors will be calculated in the context of large Nc chiral perturbation theory. The relevant Feynman
diagrams are summarized in Fig. 3.1. Keeping the technical details aside for now—
they will be thoroughly discussed in the next section—the ﬁnal results for the Fourier
transformed form factors are given here:

lim

r→∞

eI=0
G
E

33 1
= 9 5 3
2 π fπ

(

gA
fπ

)3

1
,
r9

( )3
3 1 gA
∆
,
9
5
3
2 π fπ fπ
r7
( )2
gA
1
∆
= 4 2
,
2π
fπ
r4
( )2
gA
1
1
= 5 2
.
2π
fπ
r4

(3.2)

eI=0
lim G
M =

(3.3)

eI=1
lim G
E

(3.4)

r→∞

r→∞

eI=1
lim G
M

r→∞

(3.5)

The ﬁrst thing to realize looking at Eqs. (3.2-3.5) is that they are identical to
those derived in the Skyrme model [48]. The fact that Eqs. (3.2-3.5) were calculated
in the large Nc variant of chiral perturbation theory, however, shows that these
results are truly model-independent. This was expected and is in agreement with
the observation of Adkins and Nappi [47] discussed above that the Skyrme model
correctly captures the longest distance behavior of the large Nc physics.
The results of (3.2-3.5) lead trivially to the theorem proposed at the beginning
of this chapter (3.1):
eI=0 G
eI=1
r2 G
E
E
= 18.
r→∞ G
eI=0 G
eI=1
lim

M

(3.6)

M

As advertised earlier, all low energy constants cancel in the ratio and only the
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Figure 3.1: Feynman diagrams contributing to the long distance part of the isovector
(ﬁrst two diagrams starting from top-left corner) and isoscalar form factors. Double
lines in the intermediate states represent the ∆-isobar.

universal number 18 survives.
The discussion of the new model-independent relation (3.1) could end here,
since its model independence was proven. However, in order to understand the
underlying dynamics, it is useful to analyze the eﬀect of each of the three limits
involved in the calculation—lim Nc → ∞, lim mπ → 0, lim r → ∞. Recall that the
calculation leading to Eqs. (3.2-3.5) was done with large Nc limit taken ﬁrst, chiral
limit second, and long-distance probe last.
The ﬁrst interesting question that arises is what happens when mπ remains
ﬁnite. A semi-rigorous argument gives that the value of the ratio remains 18 even
away from the chiral limit. The key observation is that the amplitude for ﬁnding
a pion far away from the baryon is of Yuakawa type, i.e. exponential exp(−mπ r)
that can be modiﬁed by a power law. The longest-range isovector part of the cur62

rent is dominated by loops containing two pions, therefore one expects the longest
range behavior of isovector form factors (both electric and magnetic) to be proportional to exp(−2mπ r). Similarly, isoscalar form factors should be proportional to
exp(−3mπ r), since three-pion contribution dominates the isoscalar physics. In the
ratio (3.1), both terms (one electric and one magnetic) proportional to exponentials
cancel; one is always in the numerator and one in the denominator. Thus, they do
not aﬀect the result.
The ratio Eq. (3.6) was calculated by taking the Nc → ∞ limit at the outset.
This particular choice is motivated by the the fact that it is equivalent to the limit
structure of soliton models as well as holographic models. It is clearly an interesting
question to ask what happens if the Nc → ∞ is left to the end of the calculation.
The presence of the ∆-isobar is the key issue one must address. In the large Nc
limit, the ∆ is degenerate with the nucleon, and diagrams with ∆ in the intermediate
state contribute to the longest distance physics. However, for any ﬁnite Nc , the
degeneracy is lifted and the energy diﬀerence between nucleon and ∆ emerges. Thus,
diagrams with ∆ contribute at a shorter range than analogous diagrams containing
only nucleons. The following cartoon picture will clarify the argument. In diagrams
containing only nucleons, there is only one intrinsic mass scale—mπ . However,
the presence of the ∆ isobar brings another mass scale to the diagram, the mass
diﬀerence ∆. It eﬀectively enhances the suppression factor by exp(−∆r). The ﬂow
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of the limits can be sketched as:
≈ e−mπ r + e−mπ r e−∆r

≈ e−mπ r + e−mπ r e−∆r

limit Nc → ∞

limit mπ → 0

≈ e−mπ r + e−mπ r

≈ 1 + e−∆r

limit mπ → 0

limit r → ∞

≈ 1+1

≈ 1+0

limit r → ∞

limit Nc → ∞

≈ 1+1

≈ 1+0

One sees that taking ∆ → 0 (i.e. Nc → ∞) ﬁrst eliminates the diﬀerence between
amplitudes with and without ∆s. This is the reason why diagrams with ∆ in the
intermediate state must be included if Nc → ∞ is taken at the outset of the problem.
On the other hand, if one switches the order of limits (mπ → 0 ﬁrst, r → ∞, Nc → ∞
last), the amplitude derived from diagrams with ∆ remains suppressed making only
diagrams with nucleons in the intermediate state to contribute.
It was discussed earlier, that amplitudes add up for isoscalar electric and
isovector magnetic form factors. Thus the diﬀerence coming from a reversed ordering
of limits is only a multiplicative factor. A deeper analysis shows that:
eI=0 = 2 · lim lim lim G
eI=0 ,
lim lim G
E
E
r→∞
m
→0
N
→∞
π
9
c
eI=1 = 2 · lim lim lim G
eI=1 .
lim lim lim G
M
Nc →∞ r→∞ mπ →0
3 r→∞ mπ →0 Nc →∞ M
lim

Nc →∞ r→∞ mπ →0

(3.7)
(3.8)

On the other hand, the situation is more complex for isoscalar magnetic and isovector
electric form factors, where amplitudes subtracted exactly in the leading order and
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form factors were proportional to ∆. In this case, the diﬀerence is not only in the
multiplicative factor but also in the dimensionless number 1/(∆r) eliminating the
∆-dependence:
1
eI=0
lim lim G
M =
Nc →∞ r→∞ mπ →0
∆r
1
eI=1
lim lim lim G
=
E
Nc →∞ r→∞ mπ →0
∆r
lim

2
eI=0
· lim lim lim G
M ,
r→∞
m
→0
N
→∞
π
3π
c
1
eI=1 .
· lim lim lim G
π r→∞ mπ →0 Nc →∞ E

(3.9)
(3.10)

Combining the results of Eqs. (3.7-3.10), reversing the order of large Nc and chiral
limits changes the result by one half:
lim

lim

Nc →∞ r→∞

eI=0 G
eI=1
r2 G
E
E
= 9.
eI=0 G
eI=1
G
M

(3.11)

M

3.3 Calculation of position-space form factors
eI=0 , G
eI=I , G
eI=0 , and G
eI=1
In this section, the position space form factors G
E
E
M
M
are calculated in the framework of large Nc chiral perturbation theory. The electric and magnetic form factors can be derived from the interaction of a nucleon
with a photon, since the electromagnetic ﬁeld couples to the vector current. The
following convection for indices is used: Latin indices a, b, . . . label isospin, Latin
indices i, j, . . . indicate 3-vector components, and Greek indices µ, ν, . . . denote
components of Lorentz 4-vectors.
In the fully relativistic form, baryon current reads:
)
(
i
ν
2
2
σµν q F2 (q ) u(⃗p),
⟨⃗p |Jµ (q )|⃗p⟩ = ū(⃗p ) γµ F1 (q ) +
2M
′

2

′

(3.12)

where p⃗′ = p⃗ + ⃗q and both incoming and outgoing nucleons are on-shell. F1 and F2
are Dirac and Pauli form factors. In the non-relativistic limit, Eq. (3.12) simpliﬁes
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substantially. Note that the use of the non-relativistic reduction is justiﬁed by the
fact that the work is done in the large Nc limit where the mass of the nucleon is
parametrically large. The new form factors—electric and magnetic—can be deﬁned
in a way that the time (0th ) component of the vector current depends entirely on
the electric form factor GE , and the spatial (ith ) components depend entirely on the
magnetic form factor GM :
⟨⃗p′ |J0 (q 2 )|⃗p⟩ = U † GE (q 2 ) U,
−i
⟨⃗p′ |J⃗i (q 2 )|⃗p⟩ = U †
ϵijk ⃗qj σk GM (q 2 ) U ;
2M

(3.13)

The electric and magnetic form factors GE and GM are a linear combination of the
original Dirac and Pauli form factors F1 and F2 :
GE (q 2 ) = F1 (q 2 ) + F2 (q 2 )

q2
,
4M 2

GM (q 2 ) = F1 (q 2 ) + F2 (q 2 ).
The nucleon wave function U is a two-component spinor in the spin space as
well as a two-component spinor in the isospin space. Since the incoming and outgoing baryons are the same, only terms proportional to the diagonal matrix in isospin
space are non-zero. The most general diagonal matrix in isospin space is a linear
combination of the identity matrix Iτ and the third Pauli matrix τ3 . The deﬁnitions
of current matrix elements (3.13) allows one to distinguish and deﬁne the isoscalar
and the isovector current. The term proportional to the identity matrix, U † Iτ U , is
deﬁned to be the isoscalar current (proton plus neutron) and the term proportional
to the third Pauli matrix, U † τ3 U , is deﬁned to be the isovector current (proton minus neutron). Note that this deﬁnition is identical to the deﬁnitions used in [34,48].
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Additionally, the particular normalization convection adopted for isoscalars and
isovectors is irrelevant from the point of view of the model-independent relation
(3.1). There, one isoscalar (isovector) quantity is in the numerator and one in the
denominator and thus any normalization factor cancels.
To extract the position-space form factors from the momentum-space currents,
the following convention [48] is adopted:
eE (r) =
G
eM (r) =
G

∫
∫

dΩx
4π
dΩx
4π

∫
∫

d3 q i⃗q·⃗x ′ 0
e ⟨⃗p | J |⃗p⟩,
(2π)3
d3 q i⃗q·⃗x 1
e
ϵij3 ⃗xj ⟨⃗p′ | J⃗i |⃗p⟩.
3
(2π)
2

(3.14)

Note, again, that the exact normalization factors used in (3.14) play no role in the
model-independent relation (3.1) since one quantity of the same type is always in
the numerator and one in the denominator.

3.3.1 Feynman rules
The form factors are extracted from the nucleon currents which are extracted
from the amplitudes corresponding to the nucleon-photon interaction. Amplitudes
are calculated in the language of quantum ﬁeld theory. In order to proceed, one
needs the Feynman rules for the following vertices: photon and two pions, photon
and three pions, pion with baryons in all four possible combinations of incoming
and outgoing nucleon and ∆. One also needs propagators for intermediate pions,
nucleons, and ∆s.
The Feynman rules are obtained from the conventional χPT Lagrangian [51]
enriched with the eﬀects of large Nc physics [6,7]. The Feynman rule for the photon67

two pions vertex reads:
ϵa3b Aµ (pµa + pµb ) ,

(3.15)

where pa and pb are the incoming and outgoing pion 4-momenta, respectively. This
interaction is crucial for the isovector form factor (see the factor ϵa3b , which eventually transforms into a τ3 matrix entering the nucleon current). The coupling of
photon to three pions is derived from the QCD anomaly [52]. This vertex plays a
central role in the isoscalar piece of the baryon current (see the factor ϵabc , which
eventually transforms into an identity matrix, Iτ , entering the nucleon current). The
Feynman rule reads:
1
ϵabc ϵµνκλ Aµ paν pbκ pcλ .
12π 2 fπ3

(3.16)

The pion-baryon-baryon′ coupling is of the vector-isovector form and is derivatively coupled. Note that the outgoing baryon (labeled B ′ ) may diﬀer from the
incoming one (labeled B), since both nucleon and ∆ (and eventually higher states)
may be involved. The Feynman rule reads:
√
2J (B ′ ) + 1 (BB ′ ) (BB ′ )
gA
τ
σi
p⃗i ,
2fπ
2J (B) + 1 a

(3.17)

where p⃗i stands for the outgoing 3-momentum of a pion with isospin a. In (3.17),
′

′

τ BB and σ BB are operators in isospin and in spin space respectively. They are a
generalization of Pauli matrices that stand in the well-known pion-nucleon-nucleon
vertex. The coupling is derived from the consistency relations of large Nc QCD [6,7]
and follows directly from the contracted SU (4) spin-ﬂavor symmetry emerging at
large Nc . From these relations, one derives not only the degeneracy of baryons with
I = J (nucleon with I = J = 1/2, ∆ with I = J = 3/2, . . . ), but also the speciﬁc
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Table 3.1: Coupling matrices for pion-nucleon-nucleon (left column) and pion-∆nucleon (right column) vertices.

(N N )
τ1 , σ1

(N N )

τ2 , σ2

(N N )

τ3 , σ3





 0 1 

= τ1 , σ 1 = 


1 0


 0 −1 

= τ2 , σ 2 = i 


1 0


 1 0 

= τ3 , σ 3 = 


0 −1

(∆N )
τ1 , σ1


=



(∆N )

τ2 , σ2


= i



(∆N )

τ3 , σ3

√
3
2


0 − 12
1
2

0
√

0
√

0

−

0 

√ 

3
2

0

1
2

0

1
2

0

3
2

3
2









 0 −1 0 0 

=


0 0 −1 0

form of the pion-baryon-baryon′ vertex, which is given by an appropriate ClebschGordan coeﬃcient of the contracted SU (4) symmetry. For example, the isospin part
of the coupling for incoming nucleon with isospin projection α and outgoing delta
with isospin projection α′ is:
(

)

τa(N ∆) αα′

=

√

(
3

)
1
3 ′
α , 1a| α .
2
2

Generally, all combinations can be summarized in the form of matrices, which are
shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Recall that the matrices for the pion-nucleon-nucleon
vertex are ordinary Pauli matrices reproducing the standard χPT [51].
The next key ingredient in the ﬁeld-theoretical calculation are propagators for
particles in intermediate states. One needs propagators for pion, nucleon, and ∆.
For pions, the full relativistic propagator must be employed since the chiral limit
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Table 3.2: Coupling matrices for pion-nucleon-∆ (left column) and pion-∆-∆ (right
column) vertices.


(N ∆)
τ1 , σ1

(N ∆)

τ2 , σ2

(N ∆)
τ3 , σ3

√



3
0 
 − 2


√ 

 0
− 12 




= √



1
0


2


√ 

3
0
2
 √

3
0 

2


√ 

 0
1 

2 


= i √



1
0


2


√ 

3
0
2





(∆∆)
τ1 , σ1

(∆∆)

τ2 , σ2

 0

 √

3

5

=
 0



0


(∆∆)
τ3 , σ3


3
5

0
√2
5

0
√2
5

0
√

0
√

3
5

0 


0 


√ 
3 
5 


0

3
0
0
 0 − 5

 √

3
0
− √25
0

5

= i
√
 0
3
2
√
0
−

5
5

√

3
0
0
0
5


3

0 
 0


 √

 2 0 



=


√
 0

2






0
0

√

 √5


 0

=

 0



0

0

0

0

√1
5

0

0

0

− √15

0

0

0

− √35


























(mπ → 0) is eventually taken. The pion propagator reads:
∆π (k) =

k2

i
,
− m2π + iϵ

(3.18)

where k is the propagating 4-momentum.
For the nucleon and the ∆, the heavy baryon approximation allows one to use
non-relativistic variants of the propagators:
∆N (k) =

k0

i
i
, ∆∆ (k) = 0
.
+ iϵ
k − ∆ + iϵ
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(3.19)

Figure 3.2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the long distance part of the isovector
form factors (double line represents the ∆-isobar).

Note that the diﬀerence between nucleon and ∆ propagators lies in the presence of
∆ = M∆ − MN in the denominator. This is exactly the 1/Nc -order diﬀerence that
plays a crucial role in the isoscalar-vector and isovector-scalar currents.

3.3.2 Isovector form factors
Start with the analysis of isovector form factors; their calculation is simpler
and easier to follow than that of isoscalar form factors. The isovector currents are
determined from Feynman diagrams containing one loop, which are summarized in
Fig. 3.2. Recall that two pions are needed for the photon-two pions vertex (3.15)
which governs the isovector physics.
The amplitudes corresponding to the diagrams in Fig. 3.2 consist of two parts:
one that is the same for both diagrams, and one that is diﬀerent. The diﬀerence
can be traced back to two distinct factors: vertex matrices and intermediate baryon
propagators. The total isovector amplitude (with the combinatoric factor 2! included) is evaluated using Feynman rules for vertices (3.15, 3.17) and propagators
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(3.18, 3.19). It reads:
(

Mf i =

µ
eAµ JI=1

)2
(
) (
)
∫
d4 k µ ⃗q ⃗
⃗q ⃗
gA
ϵab3
k
+k
−k
= eAµ 4i
2fπ
(2π)4
2
2
l
n
)
(
)
(
q
q
∆π k +
∆π k −
2
2
(
(N N ) (N N ) (N N ) (N N )
U † τb
τa
σn σl
∆N (k)
+

(∆N ) (N ∆)
τa
τb

(N ∆)
σn(∆N ) σl

(3.20)

)
∆ (k) U.
∆

The product of two matrices in (3.20) (either the product of two isospin-space matrices τ or the product of two spin-space matrices σ—recall that they are the same
but act in diﬀerent Hilbert spaces) is a two dimensional matrix. Thus, it can be
decomposed into two parts: the part proportional to the identity matrix, and the
part proportional to the Pauli matrix. The products of two isospin matrices (note
that the same expressions hold also for spin matrices σ) read:
(N N )

τa(N N ) τb

= δab Iτ + i ϵabc τc ,

(N ∆)
τa(∆N ) τb

√
i
= − 2 δab Iτ + √ ϵabc τc .
2

(3.21)

First, analyze the isospin space part of the amplitude (3.20). The only non-zero
contribution is the term proportional to τ3 . The reason for this is due to the factor
ϵab3 coming from the photon-two pion vertex. The isospin-space algebra yields:
ϵab3 (δab Iτ + ϵbac τc ) = −2τ3 .

(3.22)

According to our deﬁnitions for the isoscalar and isovector currents, the matrix
element proportional to the third Pauli matrix, τ3 , represents the isovector current.
The piece proportional to the identity matrix in isospin space is identically zero and
therefore no isoscalar current emerges from the two-pion loop diagrams.
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In spin space, both scalar (proportional to Iσ ) and vector (proportional to
σi ) matrix elements contribute. If the nucleon and ∆ propagators are equal (i.e.
∆ → 0), the terms proportional to Iσ cancel completely. Thus, the N -∆ mass
splitting must be taken into account. In the end, the isovector-scalar matrix element
is proportional to ∆ ∼ 1/Nc . On the other hand, the N -∆ mass splitting can be
ignored in the terms proportional to σi , since they add together. Then, a relevant
piece of (3.20) can be rewritten as:
(
U 2 τ3 Iσ δnl
†

3i
−∆
+ σ3 ϵnl3
0
2
0
(k + iϵ)
2(k + iϵ)

)
U.

Due to the angular integration in the deﬁnitions of the position-space form
eE is determined entirely by the scalar part
factors (3.14), the electric form factor G
of the amplitude (proportional to Iσ ) and only the vector part of the amplitude
eM .
(proportional to σi ) contributes to the magnetic form factor G
From the deﬁnitions, the electric form factor is obtained by the Fourier transform of the zeroth component of the current (3.14):

eI=1
G
E

(

)2
∫
gA
d3 q i⃗q·⃗x
†
U τ3 Iσ U
e
2fπ
(2π)3
(
) (
)
∫
⃗q ⃗
⃗q ⃗
k0
d4 k
+
k
·
−
k
(2π)4 2
2
(k 0 + iϵ)2
(
q) π (
q)
π
∆ k+
∆ k−
2
2
( )2
1
gA
∆
=
,
mπ →0 24 π 2
fπ
r4

eI=1 = 8i∆
G
E

(3.23)

r→∞

where the normalization U † U = 1 used.
Analogously, the magnetic form factor comes from the spatial components of
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Figure 3.3: Feynman diagrams contributing to the long distance part of the isoscalar
form factors (double lines in the intermediate states represent the ∆-isobar).

currents and their Fourier transforms:

eI=1
G
M

(

)2

∫

∫

d3 q i⃗q·⃗x
e
(2π)3
) (
)
(
∫
⃗
q
d4 k
⃗
q
ϵij3⃗xj ⃗ki ϵnl3
+ ⃗k
− ⃗k
(2π)4
2
2
l
n
(
)
(
)
1
q
q
∆π k +
∆π k −
0
k + iϵ
2
2
( )2
1
gA
1
=
.
5
2
mπ →0 2 π
fπ
r4

eI=1 = 6
G
M

gA
2fπ

†

U τ3 σ3 U

dΩx
4π

(3.24)

r→∞

3.3.3 Isoscalar form factors
The calculation of isoscalar form factors is analogous to the calculation of
isovector ones; it is, however, more complicated since it involves diagrams with three
pions forming two loops. All the relevant Feynman diagrams are summarized in Fig.
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3.3. The presence of two loop momenta makes the integrals more complicated from
a calculational point of view, but the approach remains the same.
The isoscalar amplitude coming from the diagrams with three pions reads:
(
)3
∫
∫
i
gA
d4 l
d4 k
µ
Mf i = eAµ JI=0 = eAµ 2 3
ϵabc
2π fπ 2fπ
(2π)4
(2π)4
(
(
q) π
q)
∆π k +
∆ (k + l) ∆π l +
2
2
(
) (
)
(
)
(
)
) (
q
⃗
q
⃗
q
q
µαβγ
⃗k +
⃗l +
ϵ
k+
(−k − l)β l +
−⃗k − ⃗l
2 α
2 γ
2 r
2 t
s
(
(N N ) (N N ) (N N ) (N N ) (N N ) N
σr
∆ (k)∆N (−l) +
σt
σs
U † τc(N N ) τb
τa
(N ∆) (N N ) (∆N ) (N ∆) (N N ) N
σr
∆ (k)∆∆ (−l)+
σt
σs
τa

τc(∆N ) τb

(∆N ) (N ∆) (N N ) (∆N ) (N ∆) ∆
τa
σt
σs
σr
∆ (k)∆N (−l)+

τc(N N ) τb

)

(∆∆) (N ∆) (∆N ) (∆∆) (N ∆) ∆
τa
σt
σs σr
∆ (k)∆∆ (−l)

τc(∆N ) τb

U,
(3.25)

where the combinatoric factor 3! is included. The four diﬀerent combinations of τ
and σ matrices come from the four diﬀerent combinations of intermediate baryons—
there are either two nucleons, one nucleon and one ∆, or two ∆s. Similarly to
(3.21), the product of three matrices can be decomposed to a term proportional to
the identity matrix and to terms proportional to Pauli matrices:
(N N ) (N N )
τc

τa(N N ) τb

= iϵabc Iτ + δab τc − δac τb + δbc τa ,

√
i
1
1
= √ ϵabc Iτ − 2δab τc − √ δac τb + √ δbc τa ,
2
2
2
√
i
1
1
(∆N ) (N ∆)
= √ ϵabc Iτ + √ δab τc − √ δac τb − 2δbc τa ,
τc
τa(N N ) τb
2
2
2
√
√
1
1
5
2
(∆∆)
τc(N ∆) = −i
ϵabc Iτ + √ δab τc − 2
δac τb + √ δbc τa .
τa(∆N ) τb
2
5
10
10
The ϵabc factor from the photon-three pions vertex guarantees that only the
(N ∆) (N N )
τc

τa(∆N ) τb

part proportional to the identity matrix in the isospin space contributes to the
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amplitude. The factor iϵabc ϵcba Iτ = −6iIτ emerges from summing over indices a, b,
and c. Recall that in the isovector case, which was discussed in the previous section,
only the term proportional to τ3 was non-zero due to the factor ϵab3 appearing in
the photon-two pion vertex.
In the spin space, the terms proportional to Iσ sum together yielding an overall
multiplicative factor 29 Iσ . Analogously to the isovector-scalar calculation, the vector
terms (proportional to σ) cancel exactly if the N -∆ mass splitting is neglected. Thus,
∆ ∼ 1/Nc must be included in the calculation. This observation is in agreement
with the work of Broniowski and Cohen [44, 45], who showed that isovector-scalar
and isoscalar-vector matrix elements are zero in the leading order in 1/Nc expansion.
Continuing exactly as in the isovector form factor calculation, the Fourier
transform of the zeroth component of the current gives the electric form factor:
eI=0
G
E

eI=0
G
E

)3
(
∫
−27
gA
d3 q d4 k d4 l
†
= 2 3
U Iτ Iσ U
2π fπ 2fπ
(2π)3 (2π)4 (2π)4
(
)2
ei⃗q·⃗x ϵrst ⃗kr⃗ls ⃗qt ∆N (k)∆N (−l)
(
(
q)
q) π
∆ (k + l) ∆π l +
∆π k +
2
2
( )3
3
3
1
1 gA
=
.
9
5
3
mπ →0 2 π fπ
fπ
r9

(3.26)

r→∞

The calculation of the isoscalar magnetic (vector-isoscalar) form factor is of the
same spirit. However, it is much longer and much more tedious than in the previous
three cases, so only a brief summary of the procedure and the result is shown. Recall
that the magnetic form factor is fully determined by the spatial components of the
baryon current J µ=i . Examining the general formula for the isoscalar current (3.25),
one sees that there are three conceptually distinct terms originating in the diﬀerent
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indexings of the four-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor ϵiαβγ ; either α or β or γ can
be 0. Additionally, three ways to arrange products of momenta (how the indices
of variables k, l, and q are matched) emerge from the products of three spin-space
matrices (3.26). Combined together, there are nine diﬀerent terms contributing to
the isoscalar magnetic form factor. Putting them together and Fourier transforming
yield:
eM
G

=

mπ →0
r→∞

3 1
9
2 π 5 fπ3

(

gA
fπ

)3

∆
.
r7

(3.27)

3.4 Summary
In this chapter, a particular ratio of long-distance properties of position space
nucleon form factors—Eq. (3.1)—was derived in the large Nc variant of chiral perturbation theory. By calculating it directly, the model-independent nature of the
proposed relation was shown. It was discussed that the key feature of large Nc
physics in this context is the presence of the ∆ isobar, which is degenerate with
nucleon when Nc → ∞. Attention was also paid to the ordering of limits since, in
general, large Nc , chiral, and long distance limits do not commute; this turned out
to be the case for the ratio Eq. (3.1).
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Chapter 4: Nucleon-nucleon scattering

In this chapter, nucleon-nucleon scattering is analyzed from the point of view
of the large Nc limit. In particular, it is shown that the quantity with the well deﬁned
Nc scaling is the logarithm of the elastic scattering S-matrix. It is argued that it is
proportional to Nc . From this result, several relations for the nucleon-nucleon cross
sections are also derived. A majority of results discussed in this chapter is based on
the analysis of Refs. [53, 54].

4.1 Motivation
In many ways, the most basic feature of nuclear physics is the interaction of
two nucleons. It is necessary to understand this “simple” process ﬁrst before trying
to move to few- and many-body calculations. In the light of the large Nc limit, a
key issue is how does one characterize the interaction in a way which yields a well
deﬁned large Nc behavior. The most straightforward way is via a nucleon-nucleon
potential [55,56]. It follows from the standard counting rules that the strength of the
potential is proportional to Nc while the range of the interaction is ﬁxed. However,
using a potential in the discussion of the Nc scaling has one conceptual caveat: potentials are not physical quantities. They are merely inputs into a speciﬁc formalism
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for calculating scattering observables or binding energies—into the formalism of the
Schrödinger equation. Naturally, it is important to know the Nc behavior of physical quantities rather than unphysical ones. Thus, the nucleon-nucleon scattering
observables are of interest in this analysis.
Nucleon-nucleon scattering process was ﬁrst analyzed by Witten [2] in the
framework of the time-dependent mean-ﬁeld theory. He made an interesting observation that a smooth large Nc limit is obtained if one takes nucleons’ momenta to
be of order Nc . In other words, the velocity must be kept ﬁxed since the mass of the
nucleon is of order Nc . This regime is called Witten kinematics. More recently, the
spin-ﬂavor dependence of the total cross section was discussed [57], and progress in
this ﬁeld continues.
The quantity on which this chapter focuses is the S-matrix for elastic scattering. Despite the fact that the interaction is strong (proportional to Nc ), the S-matrix
element in any given partial wave clearly cannot be proportional to Nc , since such
scaling would violate unitarity if Nc → ∞. It was proposed by Cohen [58] that the
correct quantity to study is the logarithm of the S-matrix elements, which scales
with Nc :
( NN )
Re
Im
log SJ;h
= 2i δJ;h
′h
′ h − 2 δJ;h′ h ∼ Nc ,

(4.1)

where J is the total angular momentum and h and h′ specify initial and ﬁnal spin
states of colliding nucleons.
In the ﬁrst part of this chapter, several heuristic arguments are presented in
favor of Eq. (4.1). In the second part of this chapter, it is shown that the proposed
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scaling of the S-matrix elements has direct consequences for the total cross section of
nucleon-nucleon scattering in Witten kinematics. Directly from (4.1), the following
formula is derived:
σ total =

2π log2 (Nc )
,
m2π

(4.2)

with corrections of relative order log(log(Nc ))/ log(Nc ). Moreover, it will be shown
that the relative fraction of the total cross section corresponding to inelastic processes is exactly 1/8—although one must reinterpret precisely what is meant by
“inelastic” in the large Nc world.

4.2 S-matrix elements at large Nc
In this section, several arguments suggesting Eq. (4.1)
( NN )
Re
Im
log SJ;h
= 2i δJ;h
′h
′ h − 2 δJ;h′ h ∼ Nc

(4.3)

are presented. Note that none of them are fully rigorous in a mathematical sense.
However, when combined they comprise a rather compelling evidence for the validity
of Eq. (4.1)
For simplicity and clarity of the presented arguments, the eﬀects of spin and
isospin of the nucleons are neglected. It is equivalent to a statement that one works
with even Nc ; in such case, all quarks are paired and there is no odd quark left
to make an overall spin and isospin ﬁnite. This simpliﬁcation is justiﬁable if one
is interested in the leading Nc scaling behavior. It was shown in [53] that the
inclusion of ﬁnite spin and isospin degrees of freedom does not alter the leading
Nc behavior. The logic of the argument is that having ﬁnite spin and isospin, the
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S-matrix operator is no longer a pure number but rather it is a 4-by-4 dimensional
matrix in a spin-isospin space describing all possible transitions between initial and
ﬁnal states. Since the S-matrix is, by deﬁnition, unitary, it can be in principle
diagonalized. Eﬀectively, the diagonalization turns the problem from four coupledchannels into four uncoupled channels. Each of these channels corresponding to
some linear combination of spins and isospins is then treated separately. Since the
Nc scaling of all the relevant quantities remains the same—essentially semi-classical
nature of the large Nc limit cannot be changed by purely quantum eﬀects of spin
and isospin—the result remains the same.

4.2.1 Naive argument from the deﬁnition of the S-matrix
To understand why one might expect the logarithm of the S-matrix elements
to be proportional to Nc , ﬁrst look at the formal deﬁnition of the S-matrix [59]:
Ŝ = lim eiĤ(0) t e−2iĤt eiĤ(0) t .
t→∞

(4.4)

In (4.4), Ĥ is the full QCD Hamiltonian that encodes the interaction of hadrons, and
Ĥ(0) is the free Hamiltonian. In the case of nucleon-nucleon scattering (only strong
interaction are considered, all electromagnetic eﬀects are neglected since only the
eﬀects of large Nc behavior are studied in this dissertation), the free Hamiltonian,
by deﬁnition, governs the propagation of non-interacting hadrons. It is free—in
the sense of lacking inter-particle interaction—at the level of hadrons. However, it
is a very complicated object at the level of quarks and gluons—the fundamental
degrees of freedom of quantum chromodynamics. Although both Ĥ, and Ĥ(0) are
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fairly complicated objects, some of their properties may be deduced immediately,
particularly their behavior at large Nc . According to the standard counting rules [2],
both the full Hamiltonian, Ĥ, and the non-interacting Hamiltonian, Ĥ(0) , are linearly
proportional to Nc in Witten kinematics (which is the regime of interest). Moreover,
their diﬀerence ĤI = Ĥ − Ĥ(0) (characterizing the interaction among hadrons) is also
of order Nc [2, 56]. Summarizing the knowledge of large Nc behavior of all relevant
quantities, one can rewrite the S-matrix into the following form:
ˆ t
iNc H̃
(0)

Ŝ = lim e
t→∞

e

(
)
ˆ +H̃
ˆ t
−2iNc H̃
0
I

ˆ

eiNc H̃(0) t .

(4.5)

If all entries in Eq. (4.5) were ordinary c-numbers and not quantum operators, the
overall Nc scaling of the exponent would be obvious and Eq. (4.1) immediately satisﬁed. The fact that the objects under consideration are quantum operators rather
than ordinary c-numbers makes any attempt at a rigorous treatment complicated.
Nevertheless, the idea of linear Nc scaling in the exponent of the S-matrix relying
only on standard Nc counting properties is at least highly plausible.
The range of the interaction is independent of Nc just as the velocity of scattering nucleons in Witten kinematics. Thus, the time of the collision—i.e. the time
in which the diﬀerence between full and free Hamiltonians plays a signiﬁcant role—
is also independent of Nc . This observation combined with the fact the the overall
strength of the interaction is proportional to Nc , leads to a strong belief that the
overall eﬀect of the interaction is also proportional to Nc . Thus, since the interaction
eﬀect stands in the exponent of the deﬁnition of the S-matrix, it is natural to expect
the logarithm of the S-matrix to be proportional to Nc , as postulated in Eq. (4.1).
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Obviously, the argument discussed above is more a heuristic suggestion than
a rigorous mathematical statement. However its logic is quite clear. Thus, it is very
suggestive and encouraging to pursue the idea of logarithmic scaling of the S-matrix.

4.2.2 A toy Hamiltonian model
The second argument in favor of Eq. (4.1) is slightly more rigorous. It is based
on Hamiltonian dynamics and the semi-classical approximation. For simplicity, a
toy model with only elastic scattering is considered here; the eﬀects of inelastic
channels will be discussed later. Recall that the semi-classical regime is natural
when working with baryons in the large Nc limit. Additionally, it is also assumed
that all of the quantities involved have the same Nc scaling as is expected in large
Nc QCD and Witten kinematics. Speciﬁcally, the nucleon mass and the strength
of the interaction are of order Nc , whereas velocity and range of the interaction are
independent of Nc . The only relevant degrees of freedom are the three components
of the relative distance and the three components of relative momentum in the
center-of-mass frame of reference. Combining these building blocks together, it is
easy to see that the Hamiltonian is of the form:
( )
H (⃗q, p⃗) = Nc H̃ ⃗q, p⃗˜ ,

(4.6)

where p = Nc p̃. Before proceeding to the quantum analysis, it is useful to analyze
the nucleon-nucleon scattering in classical physics ﬁrst. A typical scattering process
is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The classical canonical equations of motion are:
q̇i =

∂ H̃
∂ p̃i

∂ H̃
, p̃˙i = −
.
∂qi
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(4.7)

Figure 4.1: A schematic picture of classical scattering.

The crucial thing to realize in Eqs. (4.7) is that the classical equations of motion
are independent of Nc . From here, it directly follows that classical trajectories
do not depend on Nc in the process of scattering nucleons. The statement holds
for ﬁxed initial impact parameter b and momentum p̃ (such as those in Fig 4.1).
This restriction, however, does not lead to any loss of generality since it precisely
correspond to the standard Nc counting rules. In classical physics, one can calculate
the diﬀerential cross section:
dσ classical
b(θ) ′
=
|b (θ)| .
dΩ
sin(θ)

(4.8)

In (4.8), b(θ) is the relation between the scattering angle and the incident impact
parameter. This function depends on the speciﬁcs of the system’s dynamics and can
be, in principle, calculated from the equations of motion (4.7). Clearly, the classical
diﬀerential cross section (4.8) is also independent of Nc .
In quantum mechanics, on the other hand, the diﬀerential cross section is determined by the S-matrix which can depend on Nc . Speciﬁcally, the Nc dependence
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can be (and it will be shown below that it is the case) contained in the phase information that has no classical analogue. In the semi-classical approximation to
the Schrödinger equation, the phase information can be obtained by calculating
Hamilton’s action integral along the classical path.
A suitable form of the classical equation of motion, which determines the
classical trajectory, is a partial diﬀerential Hamilton-Jacobi equation:
H(⃗q, ∇q S(⃗q, ⃗a) = E0 .

(4.9)

In (4.9), ⃗a is a set of constants of motion ﬁxed by initial conditions. For trajectories
which solve classical equations of motion, the action is given by the integral along
this trajectory
∫q⃗f
p⃗ · d⃗q .

S(⃗q, ⃗a(p, b)) = S0 +

(4.10)

q⃗0

The initial conditions are (classically) given by an impact parameter b and an initial
momentum p; S0 represents the fact that the action is classically deﬁned up to
an additive constant; ⃗q0 , the starting point of the integration, and ⃗qf , the ending
point of the integration are chosen to be well away from the interaction region. An
important conserved quantity characterizing the scattering process is the angular
momentum, classically deﬁned as L = b p. Quantum mechanically, on the other
hand, the angular momentum corresponds to a speciﬁc partial wave. In the partial
wave decomposition, the S-matrix is fully determined by a single number—the phase
shift δL —in each partial wave, SL = e2iδL . In the semi-classical approximation,
the phase shifts δL are given by the diﬀerence between the phase corresponding
to the actual motion and the phase corresponding to motion when particles do
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not interact, i.e. by the diﬀerence between the free and the interacting processes.
Doing the formal analysis, paths have to be chosen in such a way that they both
begin with particles far away from each other, both correspond to the same impact
parameter b and momentum p, and both have the same initial and ﬁnal distance from
the scattering center. Then, the phase shift in one particular angular momentum
channel reads:
1
δL = lim
R→∞ 2

(∫

n̂R
f R

n̂R
0R

LR
p⃗ · d⃗q − 2
b

)
,

(4.11)

R
where n̂R
0 and n̂f are unit vectors specifying the initial and ﬁnal directions. Note

that each term in Eq. (4.11) diverges as R → ∞ but their diﬀerence remains ﬁnite.
The semi-classical formula for the phase shifts, δL , can be analyzed from the
point of view of the large Nc limit too. In Witten kinematics, momentum, p, as
well as the angular momentum, L = b p, are proportional to Nc . Moreover, the
range of the interaction, i.e. the region where the actions of interacting and free
particles diﬀer is independent of Nc just as are the trajectories. Thus, the Nc scaling
factorizes in Eq. (4.11) since neither the impact parameter nor any of the distances
depend on Nc :
1
δL = lim Nc
R→∞ 2

(∫

n̂R
f R

n̂R
0R

L̃ R
p̃⃗ · d⃗q − 2
b

)
.

(4.12)

The phase shift δL occurs in the exponent of the S-matrix elements, SL = e2iδL .
Since the phase shift was shown to be proportional to Nc , it directly follows that
the logarithm of the S-matrix is also proportional to Nc as postulated in Eq. (4.1).
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4.2.3 A toy potential model
In this section, S-matrix elements in a simple model are computed; in this
model, the nucleons are treated non-relativistically and their interaction is described
by a local central potential. This is a speciﬁc incarnation of a general Hamiltonian
model discussed in the previous section. The values of phase shifts δL are calculated
directly from the Schrödinger equation with a central local potential. The Nc scaling
of all the relevant quantities is the same as in the large Nc QCD in Witten kinematics:
M = Nc M̃ , V (r) = Nc Ṽ (r) , p = Nc p̃ , L = Nc L̃ ,

(4.13)

where quantities with tilde do not depend on Nc . In non-relativistic scattering, the
S-matrix is fully determined by the phase shifts in each individual partial wave:
SL = e2iδL .

(4.14)

To determine the relationship between the scaling of the potential and the scaling
of the scattering amplitude one must study the dynamics of the system—solve the
Schrödinger equation:
(
)
1
− ∆ + V (r) Ψ(x) = EΨ(x) ,
M

(4.15)

where the reduced mass is M/2. The partial wave decomposition is done using the
standard expansion in spherical harmonics YLm (Ω):
Ψ(x) =

∑

RL (r)YLm (Ω) .

(4.16)

L

Since the spherical harmonics are eigenfunctions of the orbital angular momentum
∆Ω YLm = L(L + 1)/r2 YLm , the Schrödinger equation separates to a set of ordinary
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diﬀerential equations for radial part for each L. The radial part of the Schrödinger
equation reads:
RL′′ (r)

(
)
2 ′
L(L + 1)
2
+ RL (r) + k −
− M V (r) RL (r) = 0 .
r
r2

(4.17)

If one parametrizes the solution of the radial Schrödinger equation as RL (r) =
eiΦL (r) ψL (r), it can be shown self-consistently that in the large Nc limit the phase
of the wave function—ΦL (r)—is proportional to Nc whereas the amplitude ψl (r) is
a slowly varying function. Speciﬁcally, for ΦL (r) = Nc Φ̃L (r), the leading order part
of the radial Schrödinger equation becomes:

(
)2
2
L̃
dΦ̃L (r)
= k̃ 2 − 2 − 2µ̃Ṽ (r)  .
Nc2 
dr
r

(4.18)

This decomposition of a wave function to an amplitude and a phase is analogous to
the WKB approximation. This observation is consistent with our earlier claim that
the large Nc limit is equivalent to the semi-classical regime. The phase of the wave
function is given by the integral:
∫∞

√
k̃ 2 −

Φ̃L (r) =

L̃2
− 2µ̃Ṽ (r),
r2

(4.19)

r0

where r0 is a classical turning point r0 = L/k = L̃/k̃ (note that the turning point
is independent of Nc ). The phase shift δL is given, by deﬁnition, as a diﬀerence
between an actual phase of the wave function obtained with the interaction and a
phase of the free wave function obtained without an interaction, i.e. with V = 0:
√

√
∫∞
2
2
L̃
L̃
δL = Nc  k̃ 2 − 2 − 2µ̃Ṽ (r) − k̃ 2 − 2  .
(4.20)
r
r
r0
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From Eq. (4.20), it is obvious that the phase shift (i.e. the logarithm of the Smatrix) is proportional to Nc in a non-relativistic potential scattering. This is in
agreement with the proposed relation (4.1).
The argument above is valid regardless of the form of the potential, the only
requirement (besides analytical properties and fast-enough falloﬀ) is that its strength
scales linearly with Nc and its range is independent of Nc . Speciﬁcally, it holds in
a situation where the potential is complex. Recall that the imaginary part of the
potential reﬂects the fact that the system can undergo a transition to a diﬀerent
channel during the scattering process, for example two nucleons can turn into two
nucleons and a pion. If one is able to show that the imaginary part of the nucleonnucleon potential—i.e. the potential responsible for inelastic processes—is also of
order Nc1 , then one has already shown that the scaling of the S-matrix is as proposed
in Eq.(4.1) even when the inelasticities are taken into account. The more general
discussion of how to incorporate the inelastic processes into the argument will be
done in the remainder of this section.

4.2.4 Inelastic scattering I—complex potential
This section deals with the problem that was only touched on brieﬂy in the
previous sections—that nucleon-nucleon scattering may lead to inelastic processes.
Nucleon-nucleon scattering is inherently a ﬁeld-theoretical problem; it is possible to
create other particles (mesons, mostly pions). This is most easily represented by
the use of a complex potential, i.e. a potential with a nonzero imaginary part. On
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one hand, the imaginary part in the potential leads to a violation of unitarity and
a loss of ﬂux. On the other hand, it is precisely what one expects during inelastic
processes—the ﬂux is lost from an elastic channel into other channels (for example
a state with nucleons and pions). Since the speciﬁcs of the inelastic channels are not
important in this analysis, the use of quantum mechanics with a complex potential
is suﬃcient.
A few words should be dedicated to explain what is meant by elastic and
inelastic channels. In the large Nc limit, nucleon and ∆ are degenerate; more specifically, the whole tower of states with I = J form a ground state multiplet in QCD
when Nc → ∞ [4–9]. Thus, the transition from two nucleon state to a two ∆ state,
for example, requires no extra energy cost since their masses are equal at leading
order. On the other hand, the process when new particles (mesons) are created is
principally diﬀerent, since it requires certain energy transfer for new particles to be
created. Thus, what is meant by an elastic process is that no additional particles
are created—however, the transformation of initial nucleons into other members of
the ground state multiplet is allowed.
In the previous section, it was derived that the standard Nc counting rules lead
directly to the linear scaling of phase shifts in the framework of the Schrödinger equation. The argument presented above relies critically on the fact that the strength
of the potential is proportional to Nc . Note that Eq. (4.20) holds regardless of
whether the potential is purely real or whether it has a non-zero imaginary part—as
long as they are both proportional to Nc . Although the linear scaling is known to
hold for the real part of the potential (the one driving the dynamics of the elastic
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processes), the situation for the imaginary part of the potential (the one responsible
for inelastic behavior) requires further investigation. Obviously, it is very natural to
assume that the imaginary part of the nucleon-nucleon potential follows the same
scaling rules as the real part; but a deeper analysis is required to put this belief on a
ﬁrmer footing. In this section, several arguments based on a meson-exchange reformulation of the potential problem are presented, also, several arguments based on a
quark-gluon picture of nucleon scattering that support the claim that the imaginary
part of the potential is proportional to Nc are discussed.
It is useful to review some basic principles of meson-exchange picture of the
nucleon-nucleon potential. It was argued long ago that, at least at lowest order
in a perturbative expansion (Born approximation), the potential between particles
is equivalent to an exchange of a particle in the ﬁeld-theoretical calculation. This
way of thinking can be traced back to the 1940s to the work of Hideki Yukawa [60].
It is worth noting that various successful nucleon-nucleon potentials [61–63] are
motivated by a meson exchange picture. The forthcoming analysis is done using
scalar mesons instead of pseudoscalar ones. The reason for this is the simplicity and
clarity of the argument; the basic Nc scaling rules are the same and the algebra is
simpler and easier to follow.
The Feynman diagram representing a one-meson exchange is shown in Fig. 4.2.
The Nc scaling of this diagram is given by the Nc scaling of the coupling constant
1/2

in the pion-nucleon-nucleon vertex, which is of order g ∼ Nc

[2]. There are two

vertices in Fig. 4.2, which make the amplitude coming from this diagram to be of
order Nc . Note that this is precisely the scaling a nucleon-nucleon potential should
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Figure 4.2: Feynman diagram of the one meson exchange part of the potential.

obey according to the standard large Nc counting rules. Note also that for elastic
scattering (no energy transfer), kinematics forbid the existence of an intermediate
state of two baryons and a meson. Thus, the imaginary part of the amplitude—and
also of the potential—is naturally zero for the one-meson exchange diagram.
On the other hand, the situation gets more complicated at the level of two
meson exchange. This was discussed extensively in a paper by Banerjee et. al [64].
Relevant diagrams are summarized in Fig. 4.3—the box diagram and the crossed
diagram. The naive counting of powers of Nc leads to an overall scaling factor of
Nc2 ; it is a problem, since the potential should be of order Nc1 . However, a deeper
analysis resolves the apparent problem in two steps. First, one observes that the
baryon-pole contribution to the amplitude of the box diagram is exactly of the same
form as the ﬁrst iterate of a Lippmann-Schwinger equation with a potential given
by one meson exchange from Fig. 4.2. Iterates do not contribute to the potential
in order to avoid double counting. Since potential is the quantity that should be
of order Nc , the ﬁrst iterate—which formally contains two powers of potential—is
then of order Nc2 , as it should be. In the second step, one is able to show that
the meson-pole contribution of the box diagram (the retardation eﬀect) and of the
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Figure 4.3: Feynman diagrams of the two-meson exchange interaction, one boxed
and one crossed.

crossed diagram are equal to each other up to an overall sign at leading order in
the 1/Nc expansion. Thus, they subtract exactly and the remaining piece, which
is not an iterate and therefore genuinely enters the potential, have the desired Nc
behavior. However, the exact cancellation in the leading order occurs only in a
non-relativistic regime for v ≪ 1. Consequently, the focus on the non-relativistic
dynamics is explained.
In the next step—at the level of three-meson exchange—the connection between the potential picture and the meson-exchange picture becomes much less
apparent, as discussed in [65]. However, a sensible deﬁnition of the potential can
be made so that it scales in a consistent way [66] due to wide cancellations between
various diagrams. These cancellations are similar to those between the retardation
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Figure 4.4: Feynman diagram of the one meson loop correction to the nucleon
propagator.

eﬀects in the box diagram and the crossed diagram at the level of two pion exchange. However, these cancellations are far from obvious and beyond the scope of
this dissertation.
In the light of the previous discussion, the imaginary part of the potential
emerges naturally. All diagrams in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 are purely real. However,
one can construct a two-meson exchange diagram with a non-zero imaginary part.
Thus ﬁrst order, in which an imaginary part in the potential emerges, is two-meson
exchange.
To get an idea of how an imaginary part emerges in the amplitudes, look at
the simplest possible one loop diagram: the one meson loop correction to a baryon
propagator, which is shown in Fig. 4.4. In the non-relativistic regime, the loop
integral reads
∫
I(k − M ) =
0

d4 l
i
i
(2π)4 l2 − m2π + iϵ k 0 − M + l0 + iϵ

= Re I + i π θ(k 0 − M − mπ ) ,

(4.21)

where k 0 is the zeroth component of the nucleon four-momentum—i.e. the nucleon
energy. One sees directly from (4.21) that the integral acquires an imaginary part
when the energy is suﬃcient to excite a meson—i.e. the total energy exceeds the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f )

(g)

Figure 4.5: A selection of Feynman diagrams with non-zero imaginary part. They
represent a renormalization of wave function, propagator, one pion vertex and two
pion vertex.

sum of the nucleon and pion masses. It is in agreement with the naive picture
of what an imaginary part of the amplitude means—a possibility of creating new
particles.
To get a nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude with a non-zero imaginary part,
it is natural to consider two-meson exchange diagrams with the meson loop (which
resembles self-energy) on one of the nucleons. A subset of these diagrams is shown
in Fig. 4.5—only box diagrams with self-energy correction on the upper nucleon are
shown. Each individual diagram is of superleading order—naively, they all are of
order Nc3 since each of them contain six meson-baryon-baryon vertices each of which
1/2

are of order Nc . However, various cancellations of the spirit discussed above, as
well as renormalization of mass, vertices, and wave functions occur in order to get the
correct form of the leading Nc behavior. These cancellations are highly non-trivial
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Figure 4.6: Feynman diagram which contributes to the imaginary part of the potential in the leading order.

and beyond the scope of the presented work.
However one can draw a simple diagram that is already of order Nc1 and which
has a nonzero imaginary part. A typical diagram is shown in the Fig. 4.6. By
standard Witten counting, it scales as Nc1 . The reason for this is that the meson
loop is coupled to the nucleon via a 2-meson-2-baryon vertex (seagull vertex)—the
large Nc behavior of this type of interaction is Nc0 . Thus, both the real and the
imaginary parts of the potential inferred from this diagram are proportional to Nc .
It was shown earlier that a potential which is linearly proportional to Nc (both the
real and the imaginary part) directly leads to a phase shift proportional to Nc and
thus to Eq. (4.1).
The previous discussion was formulated in the language of mesons and baryons.
Next, an argument that the same scaling behavior is also natural at the underlying
level of quarks and gluons is presented.
Start by looking at the self-energy diagram containing meson loops such as
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Figure 4.7: A leading order diagram for the nucleon self energy at the level of quarks
and gluons.

the one in Fig. 4.7—this diagram is analogous to the one in Fig. 4.4. Again, with
appropriate kinematics, the imaginary part emerges. In Fig. 4.8, diagrams analogous
to those in Fig. 4.6 are shown. The quark-antiquark pairs, which play the role
of the exchanged meson, couple to the same quark line in the upper nucleon in
the left diagram, and to a diﬀerent quark line in the right diagram, respectively.
Additionally, the two distinct quark lines in the right diagram must be connected
via a gluon to preserve color neutrality. The additional combinatoric factor Nc in the
right diagram coming from the fact that the exchanged mesons couple to diﬀerent
quark lines is exactly compensated by an extra factor of g 2 ∼ 1/Nc coming from
the exchange of a gluon. Thus, both diagrams scale the same way. Overall, it is a
simple exercise in Nc counting to verify that both of these diagrams are of order Nc .
Generically, it can be shown that any process with two incoming nucleons and
two outgoing nucleons can be drawn as a connected diagram that is of order Nc1 .
The most general interaction is illustrated by the “blob” in Fig. 4.9. This “blob” is
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Figure 4.8: Diagrams at the quark-gluon level analogous to Fig. 4.6.

identiﬁed with the potential. The argument for the linear Nc scaling comes from the
combinatoric properties at the quark-gluon level. Simply, for every additional gluon
exchange that is added into the diagram, a combinatoric factor emerges and these
two eﬀects cancel exactly. One example of this was discussed above comparing two
diagrams in Fig. 4.8. Combining two diagrams in a ladder (as in Fig. 4.10) can be
clearly interpreted as an iteration of a potential, if the baryons propagating between
“blobs” are nucleons.
A diﬀerent situation occurs, when one (or both) of the baryons in the intermediate state is not a nucleon but some of its excited states—the situation is illustrated
in Fig.4.11, where the non-nucleon in indicated by the zigzag line. It can be shown
at a quark level, that any “blob”, whose one (or more) leg is not a nucleon is at least
√
1/ Nc suppressed compared with “blob” with only nucleon legs. However, since
one is interested in the nucleon-nucleon scattering, in order to have two nucleons in
the outgoing state, the process of producing an excited baryon in the ﬁrst exchange
must always be accompanied by a de-excitation in the second exchange. The com98

Figure 4.9: A “blob” of general nucleon-nucleon interaction.

Figure 4.10: A ladder of two consecutive interactions, i.e. the iteration of a potential.

bined process is of order Nc and can be re-absorbed into the original blob of Fig.
4.9. Thus, the scaling of the potential is always of order Nc1 —of both the real and
the imaginary part. As was discussed in the previous section, the linear scaling of
the potential directly implies the linear scaling of the phase shifts leading directly
to Eq. (4.1).

4.2.5 Inelastic scattering II—meson bremsstrahlung
Here, a conceptually diﬀerent approach towards a nucleon-nucleon scattering
in the large Nc limit is presented. Again, the goal is to determine the scaling of
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Figure 4.11: A diagram where a baryon in the intermediate state is not a nucleon,
but some of its excitations.

the logarithm of the elastic scattering S-matrix; speciﬁcally, that it is linearly proportional to Nc (4.1). The argument discussed below is based on the analysis of
the energy dissipated into mesons during a typical inelastic process. This process
can be viewed as an analog to a classical electromagnetic bremsstrahlung: a process
when electron undergoing some accelerated motion emits an electromagnetic radiation. Nucleons undergo an accelerated motion during their collision. Therefore the
analogy is relatively straightforward.
Since nucleons are heavy (mass of the nucleon is of order Nc ), their motion
can be treated classically in a sense that they follow a certain trajectory determined
by the equations of motion. Then, a moving nucleon can be viewed as a classical
source for a meson ﬁeld (just as before, the analysis is done with a scalar meson
instead of a pseudoscalar, since the technical aspects are simpler and the Nc scaling
is the same).
The starting point for the discussion is a Lagrangian for a meson ﬁeld in the
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presence of a classical source:
L=

1
1
(∂µ ϕ)2 − m2 ϕ2 − g J(x)ϕ
2
2

(4.22)
1/2

where the scalar ﬁeld’s coupling to the external current g scales as Nc

[2]—this

point is crucial for the upcoming analysis. The solution of the equation of motion
for the meson ﬁeld is:

∫
ϕ=g

d4 x′ ∆R (x − x′ )J(x′ ) ,

(4.23)

where ∆R (x − x′ ) is the retarded Green’s function and J(x′ ) represents the classical
trajectory followed by the baryon in consideration.
On the classical level, the energy ﬂux is given by the (0i)th component of the
stress-energy tensor (the object equivalent to a Poynting vector for the electromagnetic ﬁeld):
Si = ϕ̇ ϕ,i .

(4.24)

The overall outgoing energy is calculated by integrating over a surface surrounding
the area of the collision. The exact formula for the outgoing energy ﬂux is quite complicated since it depends on the speciﬁcs of the trajectory followed by the scattered
nucleon. However, the Nc scaling can be deduced straightforwardly. The expression
for the energy ﬂux Si (4.24) is quadratic in the meson ﬁeld ϕ; and meson ﬁeld ϕ
(4.23) is linear in the coupling constant g. The nucleon trajectories are independent
of Nc as was discussed more extensively earlier in this chapter, and therefore the
coupling constant g is the only Nc dependent variable in the problem. From the
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Figure 4.12: A schematic picture representing a classical path of the baryon and an
emission of one pion from one segment of the path.

scaling shown above, it directly follows that the energy ﬂux is proportional to Nc :
∫
⃗ ∼ g 2 ∼ Nc .
S

(4.25)

Ω

Eq. (4.25) was derived using the classical ﬁeld theory point of view. The proper
quantization of the ﬁled (4.23) is inherently complicated; however, deducing the Nc
scaling is possible using the following argument. The total energy carried by the
ﬁeld is of order Nc1 . In Witten kinematics, both the mass and the energy of a meson
are of order Nc0 . Thus, in order to get the total energy of mesons emitted by a
baryon during accelerated motion to be of order Nc1 , the number of particles must
be of order Nc1 .
The next step in the analysis of meson emission is to divide the baryon trajectory into S small segments. These segments are chosen in such a way that the
probability of emitting one meson in this segment p is small and the probability of
emitting more than one meson is negligible. The schematic picture of this is shown
in Fig. 4.12. Since the total number of emitted mesons is of order Nc , the Nc scaling
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of S and p must satisfy:
Nmeson = S p ∼ Nc .

(4.26)

One can parametrize the scaling of quantities S and p in a following way:
S ∼ (Nc )1+α , p ∼ (Nc )−α

(4.27)

with α being a positive number. The parameter α must be positive in order to
interpret p as a probability in the large Nc limit. Such a choice is also in agreement
with the picture of the nucleon trajectory divided into many small segments with a
small probability of meson emission in each segment.
The original goal is to get an insight into the elastic process, i.e. the process
where no mesons are emitted. Naturally, the probability that no meson is emitted
in one segment of the trajectory is (1 − p). If one assumes that the attempts to emit
a meson in the neighboring segments of the trajectory are uncorrelated, the overall
probability that zero mesons are emitted is:
(
Pel = (1 − p) ∼ 1 −
S

1
(Nc )α

)Ncα+1

−−−−→ e−Nc .
Nc →∞

(4.28)

From the quantum mechanical point of view, the probability of the process is given
by the square of the S-matrix; and
log S ∼ log Pel ∼ Nc .

(4.29)

This result agrees with a formula postulated in Eq.(4.1) presenting another argument
suggesting that the linear Nc scaling of the logarithm of the S-matrix holds.
However, there is a little problem in the picture presented above. What was
discussed above is the probability that no meson is produced while nucleons follow
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a scattering trajectory for which, on average, Nc mesons are produced. Naturally,
the emission or non-emission of Nc mesons signiﬁcantly changes the trajectory of
nucleons due to the back-reaction. Fortunately, this eﬀect does not change the
obtained results as was more extensively discussed in Ref. [53].

4.3 Scattering cross section
In this section, another essential quantity characterizing nucleon-nucleon scattering will be analyzed—the scattering cross section. It was shown above that
the phase shifts—the logarithms of the S-matrix elements—are proportional to Nc .
Here, the consequences of this scaling (4.1) for the scattering cross sections are
shown. Speciﬁcally, an analytic formula for the total cross section of nucleon-nucleon
scattering at large Nc is derived:
σ total =

2π log2 (Nc )
.
m2π

(4.30)

Moreover, it is shown that the fraction of scattering corresponding to inelastic processes is exactly 1/8 in the large Nc limit.
The starting point of the discussion is the observation of previous section that
the logarithm of the S-matrix element for the elastic processes is proportional to
Nc in the large Nc limit (4.1). It is useful to write it in terms of phase shifts
corresponding to respective partial waves:
)
(
SL = exp −2δLIm + 2i δLRe
)
(
= exp −2Nc δ̃LIm + 2iNc δ̃LRe ,
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(4.31)

where the indices Im and Re indicate the imaginary and the real part of the phase
shift, respectively. The convention that quantities with tilde above the letter have
the Nc dependence is assumed.
The quantities of interest are inelastic and total cross sections. In the partial
wave expansion, they read:
(
π ∑
2)
(2L
+
1)
1
−
|S
|
L
k2 L
∫
(
)
π
≈ 2 dL2 1 − |SL |2 ,
k
π ∑
(2L + 1) (2 − 2 Re SL )
= 2
k L
∫
π
≈ 2 dL2 (2 − 2 Re SL ) .
k

σin =

σtot

(4.32)

(4.33)

The approximation of the sum by the integral is justiﬁed by the fact that the system
is in a semi-classical regime where many partial waves contribute. One can see that
the formula for the inelastic cross section (4.32) depends only on the imaginary part
of the phase shift. The real part of the phase shift leads only to a phase of the
S-matrix element whose eﬀect is eliminated by the absolute value in Eq. (4.32).
This observation is natural in light of the previous discussion—it is the imaginary
part of the potential, or phase shift, that determines the inelastic processes. On the
other hand, the total cross section depends on both the real and imaginary parts of
the phase shift.
First, consider what happens at a large value of Nc and a ﬁnite value of the
imaginary part of the phase shift δ̃ Im . In this case, the value of SL is exponentially
suppressed eﬀectively turning the integrands in (4.32), and (4.33) to a constant,
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which makes the integration over L particularly easy. Similarly, the contribution of
SL is negligible if the real part of the phase shift δ̃ Re is large. Here, the suppression
occurs due to a rapid oscillation of the complex exponential, and the integration is,
again, easy since the integrand in (4.33) is eﬀectively constant.
In principle, there is no bound on the Ls that contribute to the integral if Nc
is inﬁnity and thus the cross section is also inﬁnity when Nc → ∞. This is expected
because nucleons in the extreme large Nc limit in Witten kinematics behave classically. Classical scattering always has inﬁnite cross section (unless the potential has
ﬁnite support). In other words, there is no forward scattering in classical physics—
regardless of how far the particles are, their trajectory is always aﬀected (although
only inﬁnitesimally) at all values of impact parameters.
However, quantum mechanically, for any ﬁnite value of Nc there is an upper
bound on Ls which contribute. The reason for this is that the phase shifts SL
approach zero as L → ∞. The bound is determined by the point where the Smatrix element is neither parametrically suppressed nor approximately unity. It
occurs when the full phase shift δ ceases to be of order Nc and becomes of order
one—formally δ ∼ Nc0 , or equivalently δ̃ ∼ Nc−1 —then the SL is neither suppressed
nor does it oscillate rapidly. The phase shift in this regime becomes rapidly small
making SL close to unity. Therefore, the integrands in (4.32), and (4.33) rapidly
become zero. This eﬀectively sets the upper bound on the integrals. It will be shown
below that the contribution to the cross section coming from angular momenta above
this bound is negligible; it will also be shown that the eﬀect of certain arbitrariness
in the precise choice of the endpoint of the integration plays a subleading role.
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The value of angular momentum where the phase shift becomes of order one is,
in principle, diﬀerent for the real and the imaginary parts of the phase shift. Denote
the values LIm and LRe for the imaginary and real parts respectively. For the inelastic
cross section (4.32), the upper bound is solely determined by the behavior of the
imaginary part of the phase shift.
π
σin = 2
k

∫LIm
L2
= π b2Im ,
dl2 = π Im
k2

(4.34)

0

where bIm = LIm /k = L̃Im /k̃ is the impact parameter corresponding to the critical
angular momentum. Note that the real part of the phase shift plays no role in the
inelastic cross section. In light of the previous discussion, the upper bound for the
total cross section (4.33) is given by either LIm or LRe , whichever is bigger—i.e. none
of the phase shifts may cause the suppression of the S-matrix term in the integrand
of Eq. (4.32, 4.33):

σtot

2π
= 2
k

max(L
∫Im ,LRe )

dl2 = 2π

max(LIm , LRe )2
k2

0

= 2π max(bIm , bRe )2 ,

(4.35)

where the impact parameter bRe = LRe /k = L̃Re /k̃ is deﬁned analogously to its
imaginary counterpart.
In order to get the values of the cross sections, it is crucial to determine the
values of the eﬀective impact parameters bIm , and bRe . Their derivation is somewhat
subtle and relies on several assumptions. Mainly that the relevant dynamics can be
treated semi-classically.
Since the total cross section as well as the inelastic cross section are dominated
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by the behavior at large partial waves—or equivalently, large impact parameters—
one can treat the partial waves semi-classically [67]. In this regime, the phase shifts
(4.20) are well approximated by:
∫∞
δ̃ = −
L̃/k̃

µ̃Ṽ (r)
√
,
L̃2
2
k̃ − r2

(4.36)

for the model of Sect. 4.2.3. To be concrete, the short-distance nature of the
strong interaction—or equivalently the fact that strong interaction is mediated by
massive particles—allows one to consider the potential to be of the Yukawa form
Ṽ (r) =

∑
n

n)
, which correctly captures the longest distance behavior of
Cn exp(−r/r
r

strong forces. Evaluating the integral, which is dominated by the longest-range
contribution to the potential, yields:
δ̃L = −

C0 µ̃
K0 (bL̃ /r0 ) ,
k̃

(4.37)

where the subscript 0 correspond to the longest range (or equivalently, the lightest
intermediate particle) part of the potential. One can invert the relation to obtain
the impact parameter:
r0
bl̃ = W
2

(

C 2 µ̃2 π
δ̃ 2 k̃ 2

)
,

(4.38)

where W is a Lambert function. As x gets large, W (x) → log(x) with the relative
corrections of order log(log(x))/ log(x). The logarithmic nature of the Lambert
function reﬂects the exponential suppression in the potential which dominates at
long distances. At large L̃, the phase shifts become small making the logarithm
dominated the by δ̃. Recall, the goal is to determine the point where the full phase
shift δ starts to be of order Nc0 —or equivalently δ̃ begins to be of order 1/Nc . For
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now, label this point with the index ‘cut’; δ̃ = δcut /Nc . Thus,
(
bcut = r0 log

Nc
δcut

)
∼ r0 log(Nc ) ,

(4.39)

with relative corrections of order Nc0 . It is apparent that any power law prefactor
in front of Yukawa potential does not alter the leading behavior. Note that the
precise value picked for bcut is arbitrary but it will be shown below that the exact
choice of bcut does not aﬀect the ﬁnal result. The factor of Nc enters the calculation
only through the desired value of the phase shift δ̃. The range of the interaction r0
standing in front is a consequence of the exponential which dominates the integral
(4.36) at long distances. Note also that the equation (4.36) is linear in the potential.
Thus, since the most general complex potential is of the form V = VRe + iVIm , the
solution is the same for both the real and the imaginary part. The thing that is
diﬀerent for the real and the imaginary part is the value of the longest range of the
potential, i.e. the values of r0 Im , and r0 Re .
Before proceeding to the ﬁnal results, one needs to show that the formulas
for the cross sections (4.34), and (4.35) are valid. Speciﬁcally, that the corrections
to them are suppressed in the large Nc limit. In order to get a more quantitative
insight, change the variables in the formula for the inelastic cross section (4.32) into
an integral over δ̃ (the analysis for the total cross section (4.33) would be exactly
the same and therefore is not presented here).
δcut
∫ /Nc ( ˜2 )
)
π
dl (
σ in = πb2IM +
dδ̃
1 − |Sl |2 ,
k̃ 2
dδ̃

(4.40)

0

where the index ‘cut’ corresponds to the arbitrarily chosen point where phase shift
δ is of order Nc0 , as was discussed more extensively above. Here, it shall be clear
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that the arbitrariness in the choice of δcut is exactly compensated by the integral in
Eq. (4.40). The key observation is that the sensitivity to the particle’s mass and
to the strength of the potential are contained in the order Nc0 correction terms to
Eq. (4.39). This can be directly traced to Eq. (4.38), where all of these eﬀects are
in the argument of the Lambert function W where they are eventually suppressed
by the smallness of δ̃. Moreover, the sensitivity to the choice of the exact value
of δcut is also contained in the very same Nc0 order corrections. Note also that the
dependence on the choice of δcut is compensated by the integral in Eq. (4.40). Since
δcut is an arbitrary parameter, on which the ﬁnal result cannot depend, it follows
that the integral in Eq. (4.40) must be of the same order as the δcut correction
coming from the determination of bIm , i.e. of order Nc0 . It straightforwardly follows
then that the contribution of the integral in Eq. (4.40) to the cross section at large
Nc is suppressed. To sum up, Eqs. (4.34), and (4.35) hold with corrections of the
relative order log(log(x))/ log(x) which follows from the asymptotic behavior of the
Lambert function.
Finally, in order to evaluate the inelastic (4.34) and the total (4.35) cross
section, the longest-range piece of the real and the imaginary part of the potential
need to be identiﬁed. The longest range interaction is driven by the lightest particle
available in the system, i.e. by the pions—r0 Re = 1/mπ . One pion exchange,
however, is not able to generate any inelasticity, as was more extensively discussed
in the previous section. It was shown earlier that the non-zero contribution to the
imaginary part of the potential emerges at the level of two-pion exchange. Thus
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r0 Im = 1/(2mπ ). Combining these with Eqs. (4.34), (4.35), and (4.39) gives:
σin =

π
log2 (Nc ) ,
4m2π

(4.41)

σtot =

2π
log2 (Nc ) .
2
mπ

(4.42)

The formula for σtot is identical to the one derived in [58]. The ratio of the inelastic
to the total cross section follows directly:
σin
1
= .
σtot
8

(4.43)

Note that this ratio does not depend on Nc at leading order.
Naturally, the question of the phenomenological relevance of the obtained formula arises since the real world does not correspond to Nc = ∞ but rather to
Nc = 3. The total cross section predicted by the Eq. (4.42) is σtot ≈ 150 mb,
which is 50% more than the recent observation from LHC [68] at

√
s = 7 TeV:

EXP
σtot
≈ 100 mb. Moreover, the total cross section at high energies is dominated

by inelastic processes—at LHC, the ratio is approximately 3/4. It is in complete
disagreement with Eq. (4.43), which predicts that the dominant portion of the
total cross section is the elastic part—the fraction of the inelastic cross section is
predicted to be 1/8. The obvious discrepancy between large Nc results and observations is, however, not that surprising. Formally, the relations (4.41 - 4.43) hold
in the extreme large Nc limit, speciﬁcally for log(Nc ) >> 1, which is clearly not the
case for Nc = 3. Regardless of the phenomenological (in)signiﬁcance, the ability
to calculate the total cross section as well as its inelastic component analytically is
very interesting, at least from the point of view of theoretical analysis.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, several arguments were presented suggesting that the logarithm of the elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering S-matrix element in any given partial
wave (i.e. the phase shift) is proportional to Nc in the large Nc limit. None of the
arguments are fully rigorous; however, when combined they give a rather compelling
picture. The key feature underlying all the reasoning is the fact that the large Nc
limit essentially leads to a semi-classical description of nuclear physics. From the
scaling of the S-matrix, relations for the total cross section and the inelastic cross
section were derived.
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